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ments free to reconsider their act of
recognition.
"Briefly the limits of British action
are that the British government
should not put Itself in a position of
making protests which la default of
forcible action might bfi flouted, and
defied.
But diplomacy has other reSAUL
TO
sources than mere force, and Provisional President Huerta may easily
find that the attitude oi this country
!h in a
variety of ways a matter of MINES OUTSIDE OF THE SOUTH- STEALS SACKS CONTAINING JEWgroat moment to him."
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Refugees Returnto Sonora
Nogales, Sonora, Mex., Nov. 11. A
COUNTIES
ILLEGAL little group of Americans departed to- TWO ADDITIONAL
IS
GOVERNMENT
day to return to their homes in the
Yaqui river district in southern Son.
REWITH NO FINANCES AND NO REC- ora. They were among the 100 Am- JEFFERSON AND GUNNISON
OGNITION THE DICTATOR
PORT MINERS REFUSING TO
ericans who arrived two months ago
on the steamer Buffalo at San Diego,
WILL FALL
GO TO WORK
Calif.
of the refuAlready nearly one-hal- f
ENGLAND SHOWS FRIENDSHIP gees have returned to their homes In CLASH WITH CIVIL OFFICER
the district, which normally is popu-

DECLARES UNOFFICIALLY IN FA, lated thickly with
they will find upon their return they
VOR OF UNITED STATES
do. not know.
POLICY
The returning refugees can travel
"""""
by rail only as far as south as May-Novi 11. indications torena, less than half the journey,
Washington,
today were that the American policy Their homes are about 500 miles be- toward Mexico, which t was hoped low the border.
the nations of the world generally
would follow, still was "hands oft."
Cavalry Ordered to the Border
The general interpretation of the
Leavenworth, Kas., Nov. 11. The
(situation was that the United States Second squadron of the Fifteenth cavby giving foreign powers detailed in- alry, under command of Captain Ceas- formation of, its own determination to er C. Cole, leEt Fort Leavenworth to-refuse to recognize the acts of the day over the Chicago, Rock Island &
new Mexican congress has indicated Pacific line for Fort Bliss, Tex., to
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Chicago, Nov. jl. Theft of money
Denver. Nov. 11. The coal strike
and
.
addition-jewelry valued at $10,000 from a
was extended today to two
wuo uisuiobeu by
James
al mines in Colorado, one at Leyden, Jlitii
in Jefferson county and the other at'stual't. posiofiice iuspector here, toColonel
m
The
crime
day.
alleged
by
In
Gunnison
Crested Butte
county.
to have been committed by AlGeneral Manager S. M. Perry of the Stuart
bert Tardy, a mail wagon driver.
Leyden mine declares that only four
The theft occurred yesterday. Tar' noii called for their pay checks and
dy collected five mail sacks contain-

Cleveland, O.. Nov. 11. (via Private Wire to Pittsburgh.) Cleveland
is buried under 21 inches of snow, its
streets are filled with a tangled mass
and
of broken and twisted wires,
thousands of its inhabitants are in imminent danger of suffering for lack
of food.
Three persons have been
killed, ten are missing and are believed to have been frozen to death.
Th
steamship J. O. Garmer is
on d.he beach,. Captain
stranded
Burns of Buffalo and 22 sailors are in
danger of death at any moment because of the mountainous seas rolling

that not more than ten men refused
at the South
go to work today. E. T. Fitzgib-bo- ing registered pacakegs
Masonic
Water
street,
temple and
in charge of the strikers' tent
a desire that the powers, generally. relieve a squadron of the Fifth cav- Stock Exchange substations.
Suspi62
a
out
of
force
stated
that
colony,
refrain from financial dealings wlta airy on tue Mexican border,
was aroused when the wagon,
cion
the Huerta government.
The movement is in accord with an of 125, went on strike.
.
..containing four of the sacks, was
icu uuu at,.
t,. there order issued last month Dy the war
Ciiguiy uitru wcib
So far as could bo uau-ufound abandoned at the union station.
f
n, u..i.i,i
,!.,
T.,ti
had been no specific request for
providing that the Fifth mo Daiuvvxu inula ai viodiu xjuicq.
'
.
port by the powers, bat there hadand Second cavalry be relieved in the 'No disorder was reported from either!;
,B.
Bn
hv hplnloSH tn
been a plain intimation that the Wash- fi0uth by squadrons of the Fifteenth place.
still
is
turbed.
It
snowing, and unless the
ington government believes the col- - an(j Tenth from Fort Meyer, Va., Fort
since
wife was tuiind today with storm, which has continued
Tardy's
Strikers Confess Murder
lapse of the Huerta regime inevitable Sheridan, 111., Fort Leavenworth and
seme difficulty, as Tardy had given last Saturday soon abates no one
Jf foreign aid be withheld.
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt.
Trinidad. Col., Nov. 11. Six mem- - his address at a nurnluT which proved can tell what the ultimate toll in
With the intention to regard, as
Ultra of the party of strikers held for to be a vacant lot.
She' said that. dollars and lives may be.
The Officials-Comelegal auy loans or concessions ine
the murder ,f four members of an au- i'oi3,
a few i mo-The loss iai already estimated at $2,- visited
her
Tardy
new congress may undertake, there
mobile party en route from Lavela
Tucson, Ariz., Nov. 11. JY D. Som-- ;
he'
half of which will fall on the
'her'
ineiils
000,000,
that
last
.rilfiht;'
tryi
has been distinct intimation that a j merfleld, a, former secret agent of Ma- to. Oakview Saturday afternoon have
'
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,i4:l
fyU
f nd, lejegraph .. companies,
;
cqn-of
now
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the.
to
foreign
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policy
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dero,
mad 'detailed confessions,'- iiecoi'Jiag
'Normal
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as
soon
he
as
eruditions
would
to
her
write
and
Tie
gratifying to stitutionalist chief, Carranssa, in the to reports received this morning by
governments Wwild
if a thaw should
a
and
within
border."
week,
had
"across
the
escaped
Paso
El
from
same capacity, arrived
Washington.
Adjutant General John Chase from
followed
Inevitable flood,
the
come,
by
Without financial aid and with its today to meet William? Bayard Hale, Major Townsend at Walsenburg.
will suffer
lake
whole
WIN
BATTLE
j the
MONGOLS
country
of
government, pronounced the American government represents
machinery
Charles Shepperd, a striker implicat-tiv- e
Peking, China, Nov. 11. Chinese severely.
on the border. Both Hale and Pi uy tne five prisoners who confessed
illegal, officials here expect to see a
Conditions have been growing worse
state of affairs that may force Huerta Sommerfield denied they had discuss- - ;.cs..erd;iy, was arrested at Laveta and troops have suffered a Bevere defeat
'
ac- since Monday night when half of the
of
the
at
the
hands
Mongolians,1
to eliminate himself.
ed the Mexican situation.
brought to Walsenburg early today.
was plunged into darkness, the
'
Scon after his arrival Shepperd ad- - cording to a letter received today city
near
the
from
Mongolian
plant being iftown down by
lighting
Kalgan,
Afraid
Is
Tuxpam
mitted his complicity in the shooting,
Zapata to Surrender
This morning at least one-hathe
border.
writer
The
the
Chinese
says
Nov.
gale.
Vera
Mexico,
EmilianolZiL
Craz,
UThe
to
the
Mexico City, Nov. 11.
aooordirig
military authorities,
BOO
and
of
of
the
killed
street car service was
hundreds
last
was
dispatched and told a story similar to the
pata, the rebel whose operations have batatleship Louisiana
re-- ,
Kal- out of (commission and no less than
wounded
are
in
soldiers
in
to
arriving
here
Tuxpam
troucounts
today
related by the otfter five,
caused the government so much
3,000 trolley, telegraph and telephone
gan.
Generai chase this morning
ble in the southern states; Is again on sponse to another urgent appeal for
will
within the city limits had been
the
end
last
battle
late
This
received
poles
night
probably
ed a report that the shots were fired
the point of surrendering, according
from Arthur C. Payne .the United mto Del A,ugua from the hills.
fighting, as news reached the Russian blown down.
to official .information issued today.
reb- - j
So complete was the paralysis of
The military guard at once set out legation today that the khan has orAn emissary from Zapata is said to States consular agent there. The
in
be
to
believed
dered
soldier
of
are
strong
very
inner
the
els
e
in
facilities, it was deemMongolia
transportation
tne
Presto
aa
Provisional
(fort
capture
attackers,
have conferred with
ident Huerta, who offered the rebel a force near Tuxpam, where an attack but they eBC,aped. The search con-i- s to cease fighting. This order was giv- ed best to let the dead lie in the
en in consequence of the signature of places where they had died, and no'
expected at any moment.
tinned several hours.
safe conduct to the federal capital in
e
last funerals will be held until the storm
The adjutant general this morning the
agreement
order to conclude peace.
Sheridan
..
Leave
Fort
China
which
Troops
week, by
recognized the has abated.
It is not generally expected that ZaNov. 11. Troops K. L and
outer
There has been no delivery of
Chicago,
on
of
has
Mongolia.
He
the
autonomy
will
(Continued
Five.)
proposal.
Page
accept
pata
cavbeen periodically reported as suing M of the Fifteenth United States
El
for peace, but nothing has ever come alry left Fort Sheridan today for
rebe
will
where
the
regiment
Paso,
of the negotiations.
The minister of finance today au- united next Friday.
thorized the Mexican banks of issue
to pay out silver com ae their discretion. This is a modification of a re- VESSEL'S ENTIRE CBEV
cent decree by Huerta forbidding such
Yesterday we had somewhat to say concerning the report of the traveling auditor of the state on what
elements of, the public press are pleased to call the deplorable condition of affairs in San Miguel county.
hanks
somd
In
the
that
order
payment
DROWNED IN A STORi1
We promised then to go into the matter in detail and present to our readers a cjear account of each transmay not weaken their services, howaction mentioned in the auditor's report.
ever, government inspectors have
been Instructed to see that the silver
Thus far In our investigations we have seen no reasons to change or retract the charge made yesterUNKNOWN FREIGHTER CAPSIZES
i. e., that the traveling auditor and the governor are deliberately attempting to assassinate the character
foldings of the banks do 'not fall beday,
SAILORS
NO
IN LAKE HURON;
low the legal requirements.
of nearly every man who has held office In this county during the last 12 years. On the contrary, the further
SAVED
the
Bank
from
Silver withdrawals
we go in our investigation the more firmly are we convinced that the investigation was made for purely po
of London and Mexico and the Nathe report is made for the same purpose.
Port Huron, Mich., Nov. 11. When litical purposes and that
tional bank were resumed today, alThe
time
"The charges and allowances for out and unequivocally that in saying
spent by the traveling aud- Sarnia City returned this forethe
though they were less pronounced noontug
to
in
his
has
this
and
itor
the
force
county
boardms of prisoners and for that certain charges and allowances,
watch over the
after an
than yesterday. At the former instiIn some way. That wood, together with other items treat- etc., "may in a measure show reason
accounted
be
for
which
lies
steel
upside
freighter
treas-urer- ,
tution a group of depositors awaited big
ed throughout this report, may In a why a bonded indebtedness of $1S0,-G0down in Lake Huron, she brought no official failed to find the county
the opening of the doors and the line
is necessary" he deliberately and
thoumeasure show reason why a bonded
Eugenio Romero, from five
additional information as to the iden
and designedly stated
premedit-atedlof people before the paying tellers'
dollars
to
thousand
sand
hundred
five
is
indebtedness
$480,600
of
necessary."
unfortunate vessel. The
windows grew during the morning to tity of the
what he must have known was not
asin his accounts, as was openly
his
short
and
auditor
If
the
traveling
bederelict is hidden
fair proportions. There were fewer name of the
the campaign of 19U. sistants made any kind of an audit true; that unless he is a natural horn
noon neath the water and the waves are charged during
the
before
evidence
in
depositors
This was a grievous disappointment. whatever; if they spent even 30 mln- - idiot he did not believe what he said;
still rolling high.
said it in order that
hour at the National hank.
Something had to be done to offset utes in considering the bonded indebt-- and that he
Captain Reid of the tug returned the
false and unwarranted conclu- the treasurer's
that
San
of
report
county,
Miguel
theyjtirely
simple
more firm than ever in his belief that
accounts were straight, and so the would have known that not one cent's sions might be drawn by tbe public,
England Doesn't Approve Huerta
all of the 30 or 40 members of the
We charge further that the above
auditor resorted to the kind worth of bonds have been issued by
A
significant crew of the
London, Nov. 11
must traveling
freighter
was made for the purpose
statement
iswas
of a report he has made, which, let this county during the entire period
warning to President Huerta
have been drowned.
the republican admin-t- o
of
was
discrediting
Gaour
readers
auditor's
us
remind
except
covered
the
report
again,
by
sued today by the Westminster
in charge of the lothis
of
coimty- -a low, des-TPlough,
Captain
istrations
indebtedness,
refund
given to the press by the governor
zette, the government newspaper.
cal life saving station, left this morn- before any opportunity was afforded
and
purpose when
cowardly
if
thejpicable
main
nut
in
It
English:
Commenting on Premier Asquith's
scene
of
the
the
be
by
crew
his
to
for
with
accomplished
to
be attempted
to the men charged to explain the traveling auditor had intended
made it ing
guild hall speech, in which he
used
were
as
also
have
by
been
euch
methods
it
wreck.
parties
re
Searching
matter,
their
indebtedness
fair about this
exists becharges. After holding up
plain that no antagonism
organized to patrol the shore in port on the condition of the treasurer s he had Intended to play no politics, if the traveling auditor and) whoever
tween England the United States in
b responsible.
search of wreckage.
office for more than a year, and after he had intended to he husinesslike, he else may also
regard to Mexico, the Gazette says:
statement quoted Is any index
the
If
i.
for
e.,
cloud
the
truth,
a
official
would
under
have
that
reported
leaving
"The idea that any valid election
the balance of the
A Lightship is Lost
that length of time, they deliberately that the bonds issued by San Miguel to tie accuracy of
in the sense in which democratic or
auditor's
report it will be
11
to
traveling
covered
Nov.
N.
by
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ship
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attempt
and
Y.,
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Issue
main
period
county during
dodge the
constitutional countries understand
is absolutely inho
that
demonstrated
evNo. 82, carrying a crew of eight per- crucify on a political cross nearly
hhj report were all issued to remiiu,
the word can be held In Mexico, is
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and
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only
competent
OF
off
Erie
in
INTEREST,
Lake
republiRATE
all
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AT
A LOWER
but the sons and
ery other, county official
medprobably a diplomatic fiction,
of
political
the
"mixing"
purpose
18 miles west of this cans, of course.
the indebtedness create and incurred
do
electoral test was of General Huerta's Point Abino,
in
future
issues,
Wa
icine.
shall,
administrations
obvious
one
vesbv the DEMOCRATIC
is reported lost by Incoming
Today we shall notice
own choosing and it is well to keep city,
swa'.low
aim
make
to
tvery
f ,a
imtv. That is the truth of lour best
con- sels, and is believed to have found- attempt to make political capital. The
uiht-.d- .
him reminded that his failure to
we charge 'straight drop of the med'.cSne he has
and
- ered
storm.
recent
auditor
the
the
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matter,
traveling
all
during
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THE TRAVELING AUDITOR'S REPORT ON
THE FINANCES OF SAN MIGUEL COUNTY

.

all-nig-

1
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n

groceries, bread, milk or coal since
KEEI
Saturday, and the suffering in conse- CL
quence cannot be definitely learned,
but it is widespread. There is a sufficient supply of gas, and it is being
used unsparingly in places fitted for
it, so that as many persons as possible may be benefited.
ROOf,
One of the greatest fears is from
done
fire. Already one fire has
$100,000 damage and the difficulties
encountered in subduing it were such COMMERCIAL BODY MAKES SATV
AGREEMENT
ISFACTORY
as to cause the authorities the greatest apprehension should another fire
WITH MASONS
break out. Every possible precaution
is being taken by the exhausted fireA
LIBERAL
SUBSCRIPTS
men and policemen.
For days the telephone and telegraph companies have been battling FRATERNAL ORDER TO CONTRIBagainst the conditions that confront
UTE LARGELY TO ADVERTISthem, and with only little success.
ING FUND
The immense number of wires down
and the loss of so many poles make
the task of completing even tempor
EXPENSES ARE EIMIffiEOV
ary repairs one of the greatest magnitude.
The physical effort required by NEW ADMINISTRATION WILL DEwork in the teeth of the terrible storm
VOTE LARGER AMOUNT TO
is another handicap.
BOOSTING
At 10 o'clock this morning a glance
streets led
through the debris-strewProviding the Masonic lodga ratifies
to the belief that days will pass bethe agreement of Us rental commitfore they can be cleared.
All the schools of the city are tee to make a liberal donation, to the
closed. The danger attendant on the Commercial club's advertising fund.
passing of children through the the city's boosting organization will.
streets and the unusual conditions maintain its present quarters. This
surrounding them in the school hous- was decided upon at the meeting of
es, many of which have been thrown the hoard of directors of the Commeropen to the homeless, prompted the cial club last night.
William Springer, chairman of the
authorities to suspend classes until
special committee appointed by the
the blizzard abates.
The food shortage felt Monday af directors to devise ways and means
ternoon has become more pronounced for decreasing the expenses of the
and threatening. There is no milk to club, reported that the Masonic rentbe had at any price, except it be ob al committee, representing the owntained in the name of suffering ba ers of the building ia which the club
bies, and other foodstuffs are rapidly rooms are located, had offered to
going to a premium, where it is pos make a donation of $5J per month to
sible to find them. Many famiiles the advertising fund. The Masons
were caught with little more than said they positively would refuse to
the food supply required to carry cut the rent, but desired to aid the
them over Sunday, and as there have club in its work. They deemed the
been no shipments received since donation plan the most satisfactory
Saturday, the supply is rapidly being; means cf accomplishing this end. This
Tin hotels - present a action was taW Ly tins r nW, '
.wxhausted.
o
made arafter the club-baof unusual activity. Many
sons driven into the city by the storm rangements to sublet the club rooms
have taken shelter where they could to a desirable tenant at $125 a month.
The directors ordered the commitfind it.
Beds were not to be had for all of tee to notify the Masons that the, of
them, and many are sleeping on the fer would be accepted and the club
floors without cot or covering except would remain in its present quarters
such clothing as they happen to have until the expiration'of its lease a year
on them. The food supply in the ho- from next month.
tels and restaurants is also a problem.
To Cut Expenses
Every possible effort is being made
President Southard announced it aa
to bring some order out of the chaos his
policy to cut down to as low a fig.
precipitated by the storm. Help is ure as possible the cot of maintainbeing given to the needy in every ing the club organization in order that
possible instance, 'the authorities a larger amount of money .might ha
having the assistance of such of the spent in advertising and boosting
civic bodies ag can summon resour- He read a tentative
budget for th
ces and of those persons who can coming year, by which, the expenses)
spare time from their own wants to will he cut practically in half. It
look after their icss fortunate neigh- will he impossible to announce tha
bors.
exact figures until after all arrangeThere have been three deaths. Au ments- for the year's work hays bee;i
unidentiifed man was burned to death completed. The directors agreed
in a fire at the Garrell works of the heartily with. Mr. Southard's
plans.
Standard Oil company; Carl BourgeCommittees
Appointed
ois, aged 17, was killed by a fallen
It was decided to eliminate a num
wire, and William H. Burkhardt, aged
ber of the club's permanent commit31. was blown off a box car and
tees. When occasion demands, men
will be appointed to discharge the duties of these committees and special
committees will, be selected to hanINDIANS FAIL TO
dle any business which may come up
requiring specific action.
AN ATTACK
The committees appointed by Presi
dent Southard with the assistance oi
the directors are as follows:
NAVAJO INDIANS AT THE SHIP-ROCMembership Herman Ilfeld, J. W.
AGENCY FAIL TO
Harris, Sr., Lorenzo Delgado, Simon
CAUSE TROUBLE
Bacharach, Robert J. Taupert and
Lester Sands.
Farmington, N. M., Nov. il. United
Auditing F, C. Bope.
States officials at the Shiprcck In
Irrigation S. B. Davis, Robert L. M.
dian agency were prepared today for Ross and one other to be selected
by
the promised, attack by Navajo In- the committeemen,
dians, according to advices received
County Affairs Dr. J. 11. Cunninghere. It was said the attack promised
ham, Charles Ilfeftl and Harry W.
was delayed by the sudden illness of
Kelly.
the Indian leader.
Railroads and transportation
r.
United States Marshal Hudspeth is F.
E. Olney. with uower to select h
libthat
statement
credited with the
associate committeemen,
eral troops have been ordered to the
City affairs The board cf directreservation from Arizona, but pending
ors.
...
their arrival he and Indian Ageiit
-!
Town- affairs The board of
Skelttai have taken steps to protect
ors,
the school against assault.
Publicity Colbert ". Runt.
The recalcitrant lutfiuns today were
I he dire-f.ji'-S
received n t'oenn
mounla
the
reported
surrounding
f r tim pocit:;o vt m n
tains. These include the 11 Indians
;..u
under indictment charged with rioting C. H. Stewart niiik'!) ' a e
E:.
and larceny, together with a ftuiribfr upon the t&xnn of wbuh ho
who have espoused their cause, Re- cept tho posr
L.
ports from the agency indicate that (huts are A, E.
IWnn.
there is no probability of a general rieii and Leo
ciiled to put fi
uprising.
So far as known Marshal IlvidFptiih retarv unlii ;i
nas not attempted' to apprehend the
nr. d
,
ui uiEcd Indians.
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lecturer who informs us and the law
who shows us how to keep out
of troubleall are middlemen.
We say .that food is the principal
need.
Next to this comes love. People
who are not properly nourished bicker without ceasing; so love flees and
stands aloof, naked and cold, with
finger to his lips.
Granting that food is a primal need,
food then must be cooked and served.
The very simple service of the cafeteria, where you flunky for yourself
and pocket your own cofee, is a
and
Somebody must cook
somebody must serve. Otherwise, all
of us would have to do the thing for
ourselves, and then all of our efforts
would be taken up in the search for
food and we would be reduced to the
occupation of the caveman.
Civilization is a great system of
transfers.
Each one does the thing he can do
best and works for the good of all.
There is just one way for us to
.abolish the working class, and that is
to join It
So any man who does a needed
service for humanity should be hon
ored. There are no menial tasks.
The necessary Is the worthy, and the
useful is tUc sacred.
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Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 11. The first
tax' suit of the present mlxup has
reached the supreme court, and will
be heard on Friday, November 28. It
is from Chaves county, and is entitled
the South Springs Ranch and Cattle
company
company, the Joyce-Pruiand E. A. Cahoon, vs. the State Board
of Equalization. It was brought on a
writ of certiorari and requires the
state board to show cause for ordering the increase in valuation in certain
classes of property, which are named
in the petition. Service was had on
Attorney General Clancy Saturday afternoon before lie left for Kl Paso. The
attorney general is the president of
the board. The state board raised
tt

Chaves

county

from $6,61 .1,079 to

yesterday from Concord, N. H., having
in custody James Scott, who was arrested just as he stepped from the
New Hampshire penitentiary, after
completing a four years term there.
Scott was brought back here to finish
out four years and ten months of a
term of six years which had been
counterfeit
given him for passing
money in San Miguel couiity, and
which he had failed to complete by
reason of an escape which he successfully negotiated. He jumped a
long ways, and was arrested in New
Hampshire not long after escaping
from New Mexico, on the same charge
which got him into trouble here. He
Is a federal prisoner, but for some
reason, the federal government preferred that he serve his term at Santa
Fe rather than at a federal prison.
Reaches State Line
Jjimes E. Harvey, engineer in
charge of the surveying party which
for about three months has been engaged in laying out the proposed western extension of the Camino Real
from Los Lunas to a point on the New
Mexico-Arizon-a
border on the Fort
Defiance road, reached the state line
yeBterday, according to a telegram received at the state enginering department. He returns to Gallup tomorrow
and will be met there by J. W. Johnson, bridge engineer of the engineer's
force, who will go over the road with
the party for some distance, in order
to become familiar with the bridge requirements of the new highway. Mr.
Jqhnson leaves for Gallup this after-
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eautiful Silk C repes
just received some beautiful dress patterns of figured Crepe de Chein

We have

these are
are
se
we
in
rich
nlo
and
for
well
make
a good
;v
appearance
showing
especialy
up
any pit
of
both
solid
These soft, clinging fabrics
colors in
variety
Crepe de Chein ?nd Canton Crev?-are the most popular of the season and insure the desired results in the newest draper! effects.
.

Exclusive Dress Patterns
in woolen novelties art much in demand this
tical weaves and colors.

sep son

and come in a variety of desirable and

We are showing some exceptionally pretty hings in i his line,
clusive in style, rich in texture and reasonable in price.

each pattern absolutely

We are also showing all the staple fabrics in ail desirable qualitie-beautiful fabrics.
'
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prac-

.

ex-

Let us show you these

.

and on this suit depends wheUTILIZING SHADE TREE LEAVES ther or not campaign orators will conSUITS FBI
In moet towns and citie3, autumn tinue to refer to it as "The Imperial
Mail
brings with it the pungent odor of County of Chaves."
(Cash in Advance for
MEN
B. and L. Association Formed
burning leaves, the emoke of which
Subscriptions)
The Epitablo Building and Loan
Remit by check, draft or money settles like a smoking pall over the
order. If sent otherwise we will not streets and homes. The door yard- - association filed incorporation papers noon.
be responsible for loss.
The Taos party engaged in laying
cleaning days of spring are likewise with the1 state corporation commission
Specimen copies free on application. marked with incense of smokng veg yesterday, The new concern's head- out the highway bet weenthis city and
etable matter that 'is tnSing cremated quarters are at Roswell, and E. G. Taos, were in the vicinity of Velarde
ajid alleys. Instead Miriton is the agent. Its capital stock Saturday night, and State Engineer
AT along the streets
ALL PAPERS .DISCONTINUED
'
and their Is $500,000, divided into $200 shares. French will probably go ovf. that far
of
themselves
smudging
EXPIRATION OF TIME
of our The company starts business with in his car tomorrow to confer with
neighbors, the inhabitants
iP AID FOR
towns who own shade 'trees can often 405 shares subscribed on which an ini the party, which is in charge of J. P.
make far better use of the fallen tial payment of 25 cents a share has Monty.
0,000'00
Advertisers are guaranteed the leaves by decomposing them.. The high been subsreribed. The incorporators
150,0000
Working on Borderland Route
largest daily and weekly circulation degree of fertility usually noticed in and shares of stock held by each are
There are three road gangs at work
of any newspaper in northern New newly cleared lands which have been as follows:
J. S. Lea, 50; J. J. Jaffa, on the Borderland route between
Mexico.
covered with forests of broad leaf 50; Robert H. Kemp. 50; Clark Dilley,
Deming and Lordsburg, and beyond
trees i mainly due to the abundance
50; E. G. Minton, 50; Tomlinson Fort, Lordsburg, according to the state enof leaf mold which the soil contains. 10; H . M, Dow, 25; Nathan Jaffa, 50;
TELEPHONES
gineer. There is almost $5,000 availThis material is especially valuable W.'S. Prager, 50, and Will Robinson,
'J. M. Cunningham, President
2
o:
Main
..
c
able for work on this route and the
Easiness
in increasing the mois
krmKer
K S
Main 9 for its effects
.'Wis
HHl,
work will occupy about three months.
News Depaiiment
20; all of Roswell.
ture holding ability of light soils and
N. M. Teachers in Oregon
Land Sale
Low
Rates
for
of improving the texture of clay soils.
IThe state educational department
EC
11, 1913.
NOVEMBER
All railroads will grant a special
TUESDAY,
Florists use leaf moid, .where obtain baa received word from the state of
of fare and
rate
round
the
for
for mixing with their potting
Oregon, that county first grade certi trip from all points in New Mexico to
MIIlLi:IEK AXI MENIALS able,
Deposits
soils, and it is of equal value in the
ficates from this state will be recog- Deming. The rate is granted at the
flower bed, the vegetable garden, and
nized there without the necessity of request of the state corporation com(From Elbert Hubbard's "Book of the field.
examination. The test which mission to give a low fare to those
an
Business.")
In our semi-ari- d
regions, leaf mold
about this riding was insti- desiring to attend the state sale of
is
a
middleman
brought
anyone
Technically,
does not readily form without a little
who stands between the producer and care being given the matter. The tuted by Mrs. Martha E. Savage, who 38,000 acres of land in the shallow
in New water belt, which sale takes place at
tne consumer.
leaves may be stored in a large bin held a first grade certificate
And most of the people who use the in some shady or excluded corner of Mexico. When she transferred to Ore- Deming, New Mexico, on the eighth
expression "middleman" regard him the yard or even in a pit dug in the gon, they sent here for her grades, day of December, 1313.
--Vv,
STOCK
us an animated example of lost mo- earth. They should be kept packed in following the receipt of which the
00
made
of
education
A tight feeling in the chest accomtion, a specimen of economic Black. tightly and kept moist by an occasion Oregon department
So doubt there are several profes- al wetting with the hose, or if in a the ruling mentioned above.
panied by a short, dry cough.
Office With the San Miguel National Bank
an Inflamed condition In the
State Aid Asked
sions and occupations that could be pit, from the irrigating ditch or may
relieve
To
it
the
dollar
buy
A request for state aid hasbeen re- lungs.
abolished from civilized society with be spaded or plowed directly into the
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYR-- j
educational
state
the
ceived
departdecidt1 advantage.
by
Wm. Q. HAYDON
with
each bottle a free
garden.
UP; you get
President
Edward Bellamy declared advertisLeaves also form a fair substitute ment from District No. 37, of Union ' HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS
H.
KELLY
W,
Vice
President
The syrup
ing to be an economic waBte; and for straw in bedding the horee and county, asking $.100 for help on a PLASTERthe for the chest.
D T. HOSKINS
.
tightness and the plaster
Treasurer
is explained that the cost of advertis- will add to the value of the manure school building and $."u on furnish- relaxes
draws out the Inflamation. It is an
ings.
ing was always counted in and added for fertilizing purposes, ,
'ideal combination for curing colds
In case none of these uses can be
to the value of the article and was
Brings Prisoner Back
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
settled In the lungs. Sold by Cen-- :
made of the fallen leaves of trees,
John B. McManus, warden of the tral Drug Co. Adv.
paid for by the ultimate consumer.
He then made his calculation that some local market gardener or farmer New Mexico penitentiary, and Alex
by eliminating advertising the cost of who knows their value may be given Street, mounted policeman, returned
the article to the consumer would be the privilege of hauling them away to
use on his tields or in the compost
much reduced.
To this argument we take no excep- heap.
'
The older nations of the world have
tion, but to the assumption that all
to utilize every bit of waste
learned
advertising is economic waste, a de"
matter In some such way
vegetable
,
murrer muBt be entered.
uv-k5
is
intensive
although
agriculture
Advertising is telling who you are, and,
not yet so imperative in this
where you are and what you have to perhaps
this utilization of dead leaves
'i
I
l1
;
,
offer (he world in the way of service country,
...
.
.
,
-v'
p
is
I?
line
e
in
with the growing sentiment
"
'
'
or commodity. If nobody knows who
!
list2'
,f
for conservation of soil fertility.
to
offer
you
you are or what you have
B. O. LONGYEAR.
'
f I
,
' t ii' ,
't ;
ii- )lhn ' V
dp no business, and the world Is the
Colorado Agricultural College.
1
treat'
loser through giving you absent
"
riWi j
r
ment.
IN
SESSION
TEXAS CLUB WOMEN
Life is too short for the consumer
Corpus, Christ!, Tex., Nov. 11 The
out
to
ferret
to employ detectives
First Methodist Church was crowded
merchants who have the necessities this morning, when the sixteenth an'
of life to Bell.
nual convention of the Texas Federa'
to
want
who
buy things do tion of Women's Clubs was called to
People
'not catch the seller, chloroform him order for its
opening session by the
aud cram the orders into his pocket. federation president, Mrs. Eli Hertz-berParties who want milk should not
Women's clubs throughout the
eeui themselves on a stool in the state are represented by delegates at
middle cf the field, in hope that the this gathering which is better attendcow will hack up to them.'
ed and more enthusiastic than any of
'
This would bo aa vain as for a man the previous conventions of the orto step out of his office on Broadway ganization.
Among the notable vis- and thoot into the air in the hope of itors attending the convention are
firing It it c a flock of ducks that might Mrs. Philip N. Moore, past president
of the general federation, and Miss
be flying over.
Advertising Is the proper education Mary E. Gearing, associate professor
of the piiWH- - as to where the thing of home economics at the University
can be to in d, and therefore it is a of Texas, who will confer with the
necessity.' Wa are parts and particles members of the federation and the
of one another, but a little of the various committees on the various
kindly glue of human brotherhood is phases of home economics and advise
them of special lines of work the unineeded in order to fasten us
versity is doing and' In which the club
women of the state are especially Incross-who
the
The policeman
keeps
in terested. The convention will remain
same
time
the
at
and
clear
ing
in session until Friday and in addiforms ns as to the location of the
to the general sessions there will
tion
bank
National
First
the
postoffico and
be
When Officer 6CC climbs up on the dress' suit burglar, whose particular said cracKsman in the very act of this farce, "Oli'icer fiilf!," which is an- one's seat. mate,
econospecial sessions of the various
un the contrary,
is, no doubt, in one sense, an
Gladwin's celebrated collection nounced for presentation at the Dun- "Officer 666" is
is
he
hand
balcony of Travers Gladwin's' hand hobby is priceless paintings, Other-- cutting
redolent with the at-- j
mic wnste. On the other
of old masters from their frames, and can opera house November 17.
mosphere of clean thoughts woven
some Fifth avenue residence to ascer- wise, this famous sleuth would have
an economic necessity. Ho Is a necIn damp, chilly weather there Is
how the tbief, though apparently trap"Officer 666" is a fascinating farce. through a highly
middleman.
essary
headquarters for the shiny ped, with every avenue of escape cut It is a play that radiates all the mys- tense moments interesting plot, the
always a large, demand, for. BAL- tain the reason for a light that shines phoned
of which excite the
He relieves the congestion of traf- LARD'S SNOW LINIMENT because
suddenly from its second story win- wagon with the noisy gong attach- off and a battalion of policemen tery of "Sherlock Holmes" and the imagination, at the same time comthat
know
who
the
hypothesis
experience
by
many people
fic, and. granting
searching every nook and cranny of fun of "Charley's Aunt," yet which pelling laughter that is all the more
rheu- dow, he has no ink.'.'ns' of the exciting ment.
ho does not discredit tis as to the its great relieving power in
666
Officer
and pains, prepare to chase he is about to have in his efHow
aches
matic
much
trouble
gets the surrounding house, escapes, is may be enjoyed without creating that ,honest because called forth without
of the postoffice, he ppeeds anrl- - it at the first twinge.
Price forts to
.this told in the three thrilling acts in uncomfortably feeling of obsession the slightest
not
on
the
the
handcuffs
Having
himself
into
by
clasp
.
suggestion of coarseneea
m on our way.
2"c :0c and $1.00 per bottle. ' Sold wrists of an
confronts the afore which Augustin MacHugh has written that compels an apolotrettc glance at or ambiguity.
be
famous
before
internationally
thought
Adv.
T;.o muhiclaa who entertains us, the by Central Drug Co.
o
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TOPEKA HAS THE
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A

LITTLE PEPSIN

v

ATIVE PROMPTLY
CORRECTED A BAD' INDIGESTION
Fortunate is, the one who can eat

ASTE

"anything'' without suffering the tor
tures of dyspepsia, but as few are so
fortunate, care should be taken in the
SOU NO
matter of diet. Eating slowly, masticating the food thoroughly and taking
Times have, changed in Topeka.
a short walk after the heavy meal of
If you don't believe, it, ask Bill But- the day will do much towards assistler. Butler is the oldest depot master, ing digestion. Any grown-upers-in point of service, on the lines of the ought to know the peculiar foods that
Alt bison, Topeka & Santa to railway. do not agree, and these should be
For 20 years he has patrolled and su- avoided.
pervised the waiting rooms and
aids fail,
When these common-sens'of the Santa Fe station in To- the next thing to do is to take a mild
peka. He has whipped with one arm digestive tonic with laxative proper-tics- ,
the toughest gang ot old time Topeka
and tiieer is none better than Dr.
history. He has chased pickpockets Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It contains
through the depot and1 up through the the greatest of all aids to digestion,
dark alleys between the railway tracks
good pepsin. It has other ingredients
and the city proper. He has saved
that act mildly on the bowels, which
waiting patrons of the road from the
form a combination for the
humiliations and insults of drunken together
of dyspepsia or indigestion that
relief
loafers, says the Topeka Journal.
is unsurpassed.
Bill says that times have changed.
Its action is to tone and strengthen
stomach and bowels muscles 60
'the
Furthermore Depot Master Butler
e
work
has grown a gray short cropped mas-- that they can again do their
when
outside
and
without
aid,
and has worn out dozens of blue tra'iy
and gold trimmed hats and heavy sol-- that happy moment comes all medl-eshoes he has qualified in years of cine can be dispensed with. It i3 the
remedy obtainable for any diser- experience with a score of seasons
der of the stomach, liver and bowels,
hind him.
Everybody in Topeka knows Butler. for dyspepsia, constipation, biliousHe knows the time of the arrival and ness, headaches, drowsiness after eatdeparture of every switch engine, ev- ing, gas on the stomach, etc. Thouery freight train, every local and lim- sands of users will testified to this,
ited passenger train. He can tell just among them Mr. J. v. voucher, stitea
where a man Is going bythe look in
his eye and the nervous twitch in the master to keep tab on the time of incoming trains whether they are O.
grip of his hand bag.
T. or late. He can tell by the exhaust
That's Bill Butler
The loss of one arm doesn't hinder of the engine whether it is No. 5 or ;!
Butler in his duties at the busy Santa or 1 or what not. Some men claim to
fc'e station in Topeka.
In fact, he can have wives who know their approach
do much more with one arm than the at sight by their softened footsteps
average policeman can do with four on the grassy lawn outside. They
'haven't a thing on Bill Butler. He
'guns and a dozen clubs.
It was on a cold night in the winter can tell the number and class of the
of 1SSG that the accident occurred re- - train by the rumble heard down the
suiting in William Si ller's sojourn i i yards.
And about the old days in Topeka.
Topeka. He was a brakeman then on
the Santa Fe. A few miles out of "It is more like a cliurch around
Newton the train gave a lurch and here now," Butler said not long ago.
Butler was thrown to the erround from "In the days gone by every time I
the top of a big furniture car. His heard a noise outside on the platform
arm was severed beneath the wheels. and heard the big doors swing open I
The trainmen were not aware of the smelled trouble. The old Lower Kan- accldent and the heavy freight cars sas avenue gangs would come down
swung past the injured brakeman as here on. their way to meet the Park- he lay on the ground near the rails. dale enemies the depot was ' their
Recovering consciousness Butler lit a stopping place. Usually the were
match, found his severed arm between drunk. Until routed., they would inthe rails and held it to the womil and sult the passengers, kick their grips
walked six miles in the hitter cold to around the floor, knock off their hats
Newton. He entered the switch shanty and create a panic jn the waiting
room. No more."
and fell in a swoon near the stove.
For days Butler was balanced be"And how about drunks?" he was
tween life and death.. Upon his recov- asked1.
"Prohibition undoubtedly is a suery he was made night depot master
at Topeka. For 18 years he heki forth ccessat least a night in the waiting
here at nieht. Two years ao follow- room and on the platform indicates
ing the death of Pat Sherman Ihe was it," he answered. "It is very seldom
made day derot master. Every day that I see an intoxicated passenger or
he will be found at his post.
loafer. Even the trains from Kansas
William Butler might have h :n a City carry them no more. A girl, or
trainmaster or a superintendent: bat child will always be safe at the
he doesn't wt-r- j- about that. He has Santa Fe station in Topeka."
But. Butler was. too modest to adbeen on the Topeka station throne for
so .many years that nothing less than mit that 'it was through his strict
a Mallet could budge him from the old supervision and ironclad rules that
town.
these conditions exist. Employes In
Thousands of passengers from all the depot volunteered this statement.
over the world have heard the train Everyone swears by Bill Butler
calls of Bill Butler. He knows every around the depot and Harvey eating
s
stop on the schedule of every train house.
"Do vou' ever have trouble with late
passing through Topeka. He knows
t
the connections of any importance in f passengers attempting to board1
of the larger cities on the road. ing trains?" he was questioned.
It is said around the station that it "Yes, especially on the 'plug' In the
isn't necessary for the veteran deiot-- morning," was the answer. "There is

t
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J. W. GOUCHER

(

Idaho, who for several years hai ail
the worst symptoms of chronic dyspepsia. Since taking Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin theea have all gone, and
although Mr. Goucher says he is 61,
he does not- look more than 40.
Syrup Pepsin is sure in Its results,
and a vast improvement over chewing or swallowing tablets, and mints,
taking cathartics, salts, etc., all of
which are harsh and nauseous and at
best do but temporary good. You can
obtain Syrup Pepsin at any drug store
for fifty cents or one dollar a bottle.
Results are always guaranteed or
money refunded.
Familes wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B, Caldwell,. 419
111.
A
Washington St., Monticello,
postal card with your name and address 011 it will do.
one street car that arrives here just
at the leaving time of this train. Nearly every, morning men andi women
with heavy grips will tear through the

station and attempt to jump on the
train as it moves down toward-th- e
Several persons have been
yards.
thrown to the platform others have
been held back. And time after time
the engineer has stopped his train below Fourth street in order to accommodate belated passengers."
Bill didn't tell it nor did he admit
it but only a short time ago a woman, loaded down with parcels, and
weighing at least 200 pounds struggled past the guards and attempted to
board No. (j as it was leaving the
train sheds. She missed her footing
and fell back against the side of the
car, hanging on to the handrails like
grim death. Butler saw her. He saw
that she could hold only a few sec
onds then she would fall and be
crushed beneath the wheels. Sprinting
down the platform he swung his one
strong arm around her waist, gave a
lurch and threw the woman several
feet away from the train a screammass on the
ing, wriggling
platform.
She probably will nurse a hatred
against Butler all her life for that
fall but he saved her nfe and not
even a word of thanks was offered.
If Butler would talk he could fill a
book with interesting
tales of his
duties around the, Santa Fe station in
Topeka. The Santa J)'e should appoint
a publicity agent to dig into his enviable record on the road. Topeka
wouldn't feel at home in the Santa Fe
depot without William Butler.

Suffered
five y

IF CONSTIPATED OR
BILIOUS

"CASCMTS"

SOUR
SICK
FOR
HEADACHE,
STOMACH, SLUGGISH LIVER
AND BOWELS.

Get a
box.
Take a Cascaret tonight to cleanse
your liver, stomach and bowels, and
you will surely feel great by morning,
trith bowel trouble and obtained only temYou men and women who have headporary relief until a friend recommended
ache, coated tongue, can't sleep, are
Duffy's Pure Matt Whiskey
when the results were marvelous. Mr.
bilious, nervous, upset, bothered with
Fred 0. Smith desires his letter b given
a sick, gassy, disordered stomach, or
the widest publicity so that others may be
backache and feel all worn out.
have
restored to perfect health as he has been.
I suffered fnr five venra with a vom
Are you keeping your bowels clean
bad form of bowel trouble and could get
with Cascarets or merely forcing a
but slicht temoorarv relief. T was in.
passageway every few days with salts,
tluced by a friend to try Duffy's Pure
cathartic pills or castor oil? Alio XCSUiL was IUiUVCJ- "iMu.jr.
ous.
Cascarets Immediately cleanse and
"I am feeling fine anfl trust many
more may use your splendid product and
regulate the stomach, remove the sour,
be restored to health again, as I have.
v.ndigested and fermenting food and
"I hope you will give this letter the
foul gases; taka the ecjs bile from
widest publicity so others having a simU
ti e liver and cairy off the constipated
Iarfarouble may find relief as I have, for
it is the remedy I had lone soiicrhr"
vtste matter and poison from the
MR. FRED 0. SMITH
Fred O. Smith, 14 Linwood Street, Roxbury, Mass.
intestines and bowels.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
straighten you out by, morning. A
box from your druggist means
If every man and "woman in f!io tt
what this great family medicine does toward building up the system, much healthy bowel action; a clear head
of the, illness would be avoided. When people get sick they blame differ-e- nt End cheerfulness for months. Don't
causes, but if they would only stop and think, the chief cause is the system is
forget the children. Adv.
allowed to run down; the blood becomes thin, the digestive organs are not
strong
to
do
their work properly, the tissues become weakened, the kidneys are
enough
iubl3tocarry o2 the waste matter. The result is pains, aches and all kinds of BIRMINGHAM, ALA. F. L, Willis
' tT0163- - Just 8iveWk.VL-a,your . system a chance ; build it up by taking suffered greatly from asthma and
v Durnra Piit-M:itf
i. : .:n ..:A
bronchitis. He writes: "I got no re"
the
stomach
hclpins;
ac- - lief until I took Foley's Honey and
v 1
the
heart
toc!i;est
thefood,
I
strengthen
l "
th iviHw kro.-- .anrl rio7.o Tar Compound. It entirely removed
niuon,enncn thebloodarifliiiviVriratn
N!i J
ftM (n Si? AT i?r iwvpti t.& ,tt v .
'1j
choking sensations, and never
land dealers. $1.00 a larre bottle. Our Avfm-- mill fin1 vml those
failed to produce an easy and comadvice free, together with a valiml.le
f
miui;ral
fortable condition of the throat and
on application.
lungs. O. G. Schacfer and Red Cross
The Duffy Malt TiYhiskey Co, Rochester, N. Y.
Drug Store. Adv.
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VT. M. TATEM.
(Signed)
(Above abbreviated: more on request.)
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,
lironchltis. Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
Colds and in upbuilding the system.
Contntns no narcotics, poisons or hnblt-forniin- g
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries, and write to Eckman
Laboratory,
Philadelphia,
Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggists
K.
and
.'Murphey and Central Drug

CoGmpany.

showered him with flowers and can
dy, supplied him with books and- deli
cacies and frequently visited him in
prison. It was Nina who proposed to
Spies, but at first he declined to link
her fate to his while his very life
was at stake.
But Nina insisted and finally Spies,
who took a more matter-of-fac- t
view
of the situation, consented. As Sheriff Matson would not permit the ceremony to take place In the jail, a proxy
in which
marriage was arranged,
Louis Spies, a brother of. August
Spies, represented the bridegroom.
On November 11, 1S87, Spies
and Nina donned a widow's
garb, which was becoming to her
style of beauty. For several years
little was seen or heard of her. She
traveled in Europe and seemed to enjoy life in spite of her bereavement.

marriage
less happy than her former marriages. She claimed that Salamo treated
her with great crueltp and forced her
to leave him to earn her own living.

THE REV. IRL R. HICKS 1914
ALMANAC
The Rev. Irl R. Hicks 1914 Almanac
is now ready and will be mailed prepaid for only 35c. Professor Hicks'
fine Magazine, Word and Works, for
one year, and a copy of this Almanac
for on;, one dollar. The plain lessons on astronomy, and the correct
forecasts of storms, drouths, blizzards

and tornadoes, make these publications a necessity in every home in
America.
Send to Word and Works
Publishing Company, 3401 Franklin
Avenue, St. Louis, Mo,

weeks' use, when you see new hair,
fine and downy at first yes but
really new hair growing all over the
scalp.
A little Danderine immediately
doubles the beauty of your hair. No
difference how dull, faded, brittle and1
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw It
through, your hair, taking: one small
strand at a time. The 'ertect is Immediate and amazing your hair will
be light, fluffy and, wavy, and- have
an appearance of abundance; an incomparable lustre, softness and luxur
iance, the beauty and shimmer of true
hair health.
Get a 25 cent bottle o Knowlton's
Danderine from any drug store or
toilet counter, and prove that your
hair la as pretty and' soft as any that
it has been neglected or injured by
careless treatment that's all. Adv.

HOKE SMITH'S SON TO MARRY
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 11. Guests from For Children There

Washington and other cities are arriving in Atlanta to attend the wedding of Miss Sarah Brook Rawson,
daughter of Mrs. William Clark Raw-soand Marlon Smith, son of United
States Senator and Mrs. Hoke Smith.
The wedding ceremony will be performed tomorrow evening In Trinity

Is Nothing Better
couch medicine for children must
help their coughs and colds without
bad effects on their little stomachs
and bowels, Foley's Honey and Tar
exactly fills this' need. No opiates,
no sour stomach, no constipation follows its use.
Stuffy colds, wheezy
breathing, coughs and croup are all
quickly helped. O. G. Schaefrr and
Red Cross Drusj Store. Adv. "
A
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Come down to the office

It takes a few days to
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from our beautiful linz
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Chicago, Nov. 11. Twenty-siyears
fgo today August Spies and three
other anarchists who had been found
guilty of having caused the famous
Hayniarket riot, were executed by
hanging in the Cook county jail and
by a strange coincidence Nina Van
Zandt, who occupied so prominent a
position during the closing hours of
the Haymarket tragedy, by marrying
August Spies, is again in the limelight, this time as complainant In a
divorce suit against her husband,
Gregory Salamo, the owner of a cafe
in South Halsted street.
The life of Nina Van Zandt, or
Mrs. Nina Van
as she was in the habit of
calling herself, wa3 decidedly out of
the ordinary and replete with sensational incidents. She was the daughter of one of the wealthiest and most
exclusive families of Pittsburgh, Pa.
She was handsoma and talented, even
brilliant and her parents idolized her
and spoiled her by fulfiling every one
of her whims and wishes. She graduated from Vassar and was considered a brilliant scholar and accomplished linguist. She was on a visit in
Chicago when Spies and the other
anarchists were tried and while attending the trial as a spectator, she
fell in love with Spies. In her impulsive way she made no secret of
her feelings for tho prisoner. She!

f

If yon have weak longs, you are gener- - youthful and unsophisticated.
The
and ensiljr susceptible to aerlous Lung marriage attracted scarcely any lu,
Trouble.
In many cases pneumonia or terest at the time, but in 1906 Mrs. THICK, GLOSSY
bronchial troubles leave the
lungs in a
Malato once more came into the limeumcii weaneneu condition. Eckmau s Alterative is a medicine for the throat and
lunrs which has been found to be very light by filing a suit for divorce
FREE
benelichil, even when a change of climate
against her husband, accusing him of
and other treatments failed to bring relief. Head of this case:
KU 8. Atlantic Ave., Haddonilelil, N. J. infidelity and with various other mis
BEAUTIFY
'Gentlemen: In the fall of
YOUR HAIR!
I conin buying GIRLS!
tracted a very severe cold which settled deeds, including corruption
MAKE IT SOFT, FLUFFY AND
on my lungs. At last I began to raise the votes of Italian
voters in the
sputum, ami my physician then told me I
LUXURIANT.
.
rrmt ?o to California Immediately. At neighborhood of Milwaukee avenue
this time I Y,nn advised to take Eciman's and Halsted street. STie was
granted
Alterative.
I stayed at home and commenced taking it the last week in OctoTry as you will, after an application
her divorce In 1907 and a year or so
ber. I began to Improve, and the first
wek In January liKKJ, I resumed my reg- later she married Gregory Salamo. of Danderine, you cannot find a single
ular occupation, having gained 25 pounds,
trace of dandruff or falling hair and
fully restored to health. It is now seven From the .declaration in her divorce
your
years eiuce my recovery has been effected, suit filed a few
scalp will not itch, but what will
days ago, it appears
and I cannot praise Eckman's Alterative
too highly."
that her third
was even please you most, Will be after a few

FIIilDAiiilOFF

MRS. NINA VAN

.

1

I
I

IN A MILD LAX

In 1895 she was married to
church and will be followed by &
Malato, now assistant state's at- large reception at tUe home of the
torney, who was then extremely bride's mother in Peaehtree street.
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Of Krs. CLappefl, of Five Yean'

Siaa&g, Relieved by Cardui.

CLEWS
1HE BANKER, HOW.EVER, ADVISES
IN BUS-

CONSERVATISM
INESS WORLD

The stock market continues unsettled, and fluctuations are confined within relatively
narrow limits. Essential, conditions
are unchanged, and no prolonged recovery seems lilctjly until some form
of betterment develops. The Mexican
situation iB Btill in the eyes of many
a lactor of large importance. Tlie
wain point in this Question from the
financial point of view is intervention
President Wilson,
or
Is
although prepared for emergencies,
to
any
opposed
to
strongly
he
known
such policy. Just what will happen it
is Impossible to predict, everything
occurdepending upon day to day
to
be
able
not
Mexico
wilj
rences.
offor any serious resistance to the
United States, because her treasury
Is practically empty and Mexican credit
unwill not enable borrowing abroad
Huer-conditions.
chaotic
der existing
has turned to France for aid; but
Paris has already had enough
w.rj
financing through her experience whh
the rialkan states. Besides, the forthe.w
of
ui
loan
!f'tju,uvu,uyu
coming
the
military purposes will so absorb
that
hankers
Parisian
of
attention
Mexthey will have little aid to grant
New York, Nov. 11.

Ml. Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chap-pc- ll
of this town, says: "1 suffered for
five years with womanly troubles, also
sloinacli troubles, and my, punishment
was more than any one could tell.
I tried most every kind of medicine,
but none did me any good.
I read one day about Cardui, the woman's tonic, and decided to try it. I
had not taken but about six bottles until
was almost cured. It did me more
good than all the other medicines I had
tiled, put together.
e
why I
My friends began asking-mlooked so well, and 1 told them about
Cardui. Several are now taking it."
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any
of the ailments due to womanly trouble,
such as headache, backache, sideache.
sleeplessness, and that everlastingly tired
feeling?
Jf so, let us urge you to give Cardui a
trial. We feel confident it will help you,
just as it has a million other women in
the past half century.
You
Begin taking Cardui
won't regret it. Ail druggists.
1

1

'to-da- y.

Vrtt tt:

Medietas Co., Ladles'
Chattanooga
Dec!., Chattanooc i, Tenn., for Kftciat
t
book, "Home
reatrnent for
in piain wrapper. N.C. 1 1:4

Advisory

instrwtinns on your care and
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Bufllonc's case of eczema
known to almost every hospital
it.n
,
Mii.:n of r i!)ltion (lirunuiiout
His letter !.
the Ftale of Connecticut,
jincuher Interesting demonstration of
iv'nat is bein
accomplished by the
f. ration open! Ho
IK t., Prenerintion.
umy be of irXorciMt to you to know
"It
t iit yimr
preparation, l.
l Tt i'rpwnpl ion h;t been of incal- 4
I

ft.

a

.

il

than ono month." Prof. C, J. Bullions,
South Lyme, Conn.
Ask any druKplat today for D D. D.
He'll tell you It allays
Prescription.
the Itch Instantly and pooa there are
signs of cure.
We have handled the remedy for
years and regard It as the specific for
skin troubles of all kinds. Come In or
ask us about D. I. U. Prescription,
I W!tS 'OVTI:'J
WW.
11'UU t
also about 1. D. jD. eoap especially
:i vtwmn. tt ora iicid to loot when
lor tender skins.
,
I coulJ
.";. i! i'Hiiir your rnnd!s.
We offer tho first full size bottle
riPi j'iMU'i-iHlio!U'h 1 tried a th';!i-- i
on tha guarantee that unless! It plops
tinMSMt but two boi- the Itch tit once, it costs you not e.
r"..;r. WtH
l;m
ir i i
t '
cent.
li
K. O. GOODAUL, E. Las Vegaa, N. M,
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DON'T LET YOUR HAIR
SPOIL YOUR GOOD LOOKS
Take the right care of your hair,
and Insead of spoiling your good
looks, It will Improve them. You

can't beautify your hair with barettes,
s
ribbons and such things.
even
look
make homely hair
worse, because the contrast shows
off Its ugliness to greater effect.
If you want beautiful hair- - soft,
silky, fustrous and glossy use Harmony Hair Beautifier, a dainty, liUse it also if you
quid hair dressing.
want your hair to go into place in
wavy, graceful fasnion more easily,
and stay where you put it. It overcomes the unpleasant, oily odor with
a delightful rose fragrance. Very
easy to apply simply sprinkle a little
on your hair each time before brush
ing it. Contains no oil; will not
change color of hair, nor darken gray
hair.
To keep hair and scalp dandruff-freand clean, use Harmony Sham
poo. This pure liquid shampoo gives
an Instantaneous rich lather that Im
mediately penetrates to every part of
hair and scalp, insuring a quick, thor-lthWashed off just as
ough cleansing.
quickly, the entire operation takes
only a few moments. Contains nothing that can harm the hair; leaves no
harshness or stickiness just a sweet
cleanliness.
Both prepaartions come in
very ornamental bottles, with
sprinkler tops, Harmony Hair Beautifier, $1.00. Harmony Shampoo, 50c.
Both guaranteed to satisfy you in ev- ery way, or your money hack. Sold
in this community only at our store
the Rexall Store one of the more
than 7,000 leading drug stores of the
United States, Canada and Great Britain, which own the big Harmony la- boratories in Boston, where the many
celebrated Harmony Perfumes and
Toilet Preparations are made. B. G.
Murphey, cor. Sixth and Douglas Sts.,

r TMBER

ways the lip would tremble and
Of
tears would come to his eyes iw. ;.e Tks
would say brokenheartedly, .'01i there
is no hope. I guess that we will ha ve
to give her up.
And the other asA Wonderful Remedy Tfea t in a Natural
pect was that' of friendliness to myAid and Relieve tho Tension.
self. It was particularly
manifest
Mother's Friend, a famous external remwhen I returned to Santa Fe after edy, Is the only one known tliat Is aMe to
reach all the different parts Involved. It
burying my own father. Meeting me
on the street, he wanted to know
where I was staying and what I was
going to do before Mrs. McCollough
returned from her visit. And when

Knick-knack-
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nlnna

coM tn 1,1a

Prompt Sepairinjf and
Satisfactory Work
JEWELRY

ON WATCHES.

ETC.
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large hearted, friendly, hospitable way
...... ...
'You are going to do no such" thing. Is b npnetmiiiie' hthiiicuuou alter
lue iui- You are going to come to our house imiin nf r noted family doctor, and lubri
muscle, nerve, UsBue er tendon
cates
and stay for all your meals until your effected.everyIt goes directly to the strained
and
Dortlons
cently but surely relieves all
wife returns.' I never had a parlsh- soreness or
A

i

sueh a kindly offer as that. And dol
you think that I can forget It? Nay.
And gladly do I. lay upon his casket
this afternoon the tribute of friend-

e

e

those interested In their securities, are

hi Mining decidedly uneasy over the
resequences. That further dissolu-i- i
ns of some of these concerns are
pending is regarded as Inevitable. It
somewhat early, however, to take
any real alarm 'over this question. In
the first place, no very Important new
legislation is probable during the next
session of congress, because action
ico.
upon so great and complex a problem
The unsatisfactory condition of the 13 sure to he slow, It would also take
fundaEuropean money markets is a
before the two
several months
mental obstacle to any very marked branches of legislature could reach
Improvement i:i security values, for an agreement, and by that time the
the present at least, either In Europe campaign for the congressional elecor the United States. In this country tions would be under way. Besides,
we are relatively in a better financial it Is a matter of record that Important
moment
position than Europe. At the
before a congressional
of
int
strain, legislationis justalmost
p
Paris is the particular
election
impossible. It
and much depression exists at that should also be remembered that the
center. PerUn is in eomewh-- t easier Northern Securities company, the
condition. So. too, is London. But Standard Oil and Northern Tobacco
Ihe possibility remains of an cdarnce companies and the Union Pacific were
in the Paul; of England rate, and acts
obliged to dissolve under the Sherman
many
as an effective restraint up-act, and that in each case none of the
financial undertakings. The knowl dire consequences predicted happen
edge that many millions of new issues ed. In each instance the dissolution
are still held back awaiting a better was accomplished without any serious
market postpones any recovery in impairment of values, and damages
sentiment, such as would ordinarily were confined chiefly to the annoyfollow the liquidation which has taken ances and Inconveniences imposed
place during the. part few months. It upon stockholders and managers.
has also prevented any recovery that Judging by past experience, there Is
might have followed with the close no reason for any serious alarm as
of the Halkan war. There are signs of yet over the
t
problem, alfinancial difficulties n London result- though the uncertainty attending the
ing from the excessive speculation in same excites distrust and places an
oil, rubber, Marconi and other shares, effectual check upon all new initiative,
fend doubtless American stocks would Portimatelv the
supreme court has
have suffered more had it not been read the "rule of reason" into the
for the low prices at which they are Sherman act in a series of decisions
already selling. At the present, time and any Important changes in the act
Europe is mare eager to acquire gold would cause needless anxiety. ,
than stocks, and the latest shipments
General business continues to show
here afforded little profit as an ex- a slackening tendency. This is conchange transaction. Were it not for firmed by declining bank returns and
these facts, we might count on a con- frequently unsatisfactory reports of
siderable Influx of the precious metal railroad earnings. Failures are inare
during the next few months. We
creasing In number anrr volume. No
of
produce,
shipping large quantities
Improvement can be reported in the
especially cotton, hence the weaKness railroad situation. Many of the great
In exchange and the possibility ot companies are still embarrassed by
further gold imports. It does not declining net results, even where the
look, however, as if any important gains 1n gross are satisfactory, and
amounts of the precious metal will railroad credit is consequently at a
come this way, because tinder the new comparatively low ebb. The great
tariff our merchcandlse Imports wih steel Industry, shows decreased activ
fexpand and London is sure to check ity. The largest producer is only us
any considerable flow of gold to this ing about 80 per cent of Us capacity,
s!de. Fortunately our supply is more and prices have declined on an averthan ample for our requirements.
age about $3 per ton since midsumAt home the situation shows little mer. The effect of the new tariff is
an element of uncertainty in the steel
change. The annual elections have
dis-4trade, as the English and German
passed off without showing auy
Fortunately, the markets have also been .declining
ontnroQ
vote showed no growth of radicalism, sharply, and it is quite probable that
and the progressive vote was notice- moderate quantities of foreign steel
session of may find their way to the American
ably small. The present
a close, seaboard. Such arrivals, however,
to
draw
congress will soon
tne are not expected to he of importance,
been
having
achievement
main
its
settlement of the tariff question. The except for their indirect influence
currency problem is still open, hut upon domestic prices.
if not
Tim niitlnni- - la ttr- - nil nn set tle.rt and
that, too, promises a solution;
While general
1n this session of congress, then in the fluctuating market.
un- conditions are .not satisfactory,, still
next There is naturally some cur-; these have been; very liberally
easiness regarding tite president's
anti-- ;
counted, as is shown by present low
reported policy upon the
trust problem; hence it is expected prices for many very desirable secur- "Will TlO actively
Tho mnrlrci- Visa flon flnlH fll- Tw,f
session
vived during the approaehcing
most.Jo a standstill, and the outstand-o- f
congress; and the leaders of many ing short interest is considerable,
of our great corporations, a3 well as Technically, the situation is sound,

aire

and prices would readily respond to
For the time
improved conditions.
being, however, we can only advise
conservpJlsm In financial operations.
HENRY CLEWS.
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ship.
"In the second place, I would add
a word of admonition in regard to
Friendship, It is this, that the earthly
friendship Is quickly broken in many
instances. The earthly friendship is
not lasting at the best. Death steps in
sooner or later and breaks it in twain.
Often then there are bitter tears and
cutting regrets that we did not make
more of that friendship while we had
opportunity, while it was day
And we endeavor to appease our consciencies by sending flowers when it
is too late. Would it not be better
to send them In life? Would it not
be better to praise the virtues of the

living?
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down .from a wounded limb, while by
his side stood his helpless wife, not
knowing where to turn for succor. But
back of the two with a veil between
was shown another figure, the likeness
His compas
of the man of Galilee.
sionate presence seemed to say to
them, '1 too have suffered.' And Tis-so- t
caught the inspiration of the One
who sympathized with humanity in
its distress and1 was ever present to
help in their sorrow. And as a result,
we have his works of art today portraying the great message for us.
Shall we not then realize the need of
His Friendship, accept the sympathy
and love that He offers to us, and
walk in newness of life every day with

''Closed eyes can't see the white roses',
Cold hands can't hold them, you know,
Breath that is stilled cannot gather
The odors that sweet from them blow.
Death, with a peace beyong dreaming,
its children of earth doth endow.
Life is the time wo can help them,
So give them the flowers now.'
"And if we would foster our friendships now and make the best of them
now, we would have no idle regrets in
regard to our friends by and by.
"And the third thing in relation to Him?"
Friendship is that we need a FriendTAMMANY RAPS MALONE
ship that is lasting. Since earthly
New
York, Nov. 11. The rank and
East Las Vegas, N. M. Adv.
friendships are transitory and fleetfile of Tammany Hall heard today
Jehowe
need
the
of
Friendship
ing,
Charles F. Murphy, their leader,
vah, of the elder brother, of Christ that
to protest to President Wilabout
was
Himself.
AN ELOQUFNT TRIBUTE
son against the appointment of Dud"One there is above all others,
Well deserves the name of Friend; ley Field Malone as collector of the
port of New York to succeed John
GENERAL
TO
His is love beyond a brother's,
Purroy Mitchel, mayor-elecno
end.'
knows
and
Costly, free,
According to the report, detectives
"Where do we get the foundation
SAYS for that belief? In the remainder of have diligently gone over Malone's
FE CLERGYMAN
3ANTA
DEAD OFFICER KNEW MEANthe proverb, 'He that maketh many record as assistant corporation counING OF FRIENDSHIP
friends doeth It to his own destruc- sel of New York with a view to
was absent for
tion; and there is a friend that stick-et- learning whether he
weeks
the
many
Rev. B. Z. McCullough, of Santa Fe,
during
presidential
closer than a brother.' It is Christ
who conducted the funeral services Himself that we heed as a friend, and campaign and thereafter.
These detectives also sought to scan
of General A. S. Brookes, paid an elo- if we have established a friendship
as
officer
the
dead
to
the
tribute
salary rolls, it was reported, to
will
It
he everlasting
quent
with Him,
leing an exponent of true friendship. through, sunshine and shadow, through ascertain if Mr. Malone had drawn
Following is an excerpt from Mr.
weal and woe. He offers to us today for the time he was absent, should
address as published In the tho sympathy of his friendship, and such absence be proved. Their find
S'antaFo New Mexican:
the strength of it as well. Did you ings, according to cun-Jl!Q:al
"The tribute, the admonition,
ever read as to where Tissot, the gossip, were given Mr. Murphy.
Last night, the story goes, Mr. Murthe word of sympathy, that I shall ;great art!st of the life of Christ, found
bring this afternoon has to do with his ln8piration for that work? It is phy consulted several others high In
tlie councils of Tammany Hall and
Friendship a grace that i3 one of the 8aid that he obtained it through
assets in this earthly, life a m,; at a sjm!yis picture, which depict-'virtu-e decided to p.ut forth every effort to
concerning; the value of which ed the anguish an(j trouble of two prevent. Mr. Malone's nomination.
s
we are all agreed.' Every one appre-- peasanta
There was shown a
LEFT LARGE ESTATE
its value and its need. For we8nt man witn the blood st,.eammg
Chicago, Nov. 11. An estate of $20,- are not nermns louay uui nc
000,000 was left by the late packer,
cial beings. And Fnenasmp is me
riSed and
Edward
we
all
Morris, according to his will,
bond
that
connecting
in
filed
the probate court here
prize.
highly
"I shall, however, only speak of
odd-shap- ed,

At' Xauperfs

strain.
tendency to
By Its dally use there will De no pain, no
no
no
nausea,
danger of laceration,
distress,
or other accident, and the period will be one
ot supreme comfort and Joyful anticipation.
To all young women Slother's Friend Is
one of the' greatest of all helpful Influences,
lor It robs childbirth of all Its asonles and
dangers, dispels all the doubt and dread,
all sense of fear, and thus enables tho mind
and body to await the greatest event In a
woman's life with untrammeled gladness.
Mother's Friend is a most cherished
Is of
remedy in thousands of homes, and
Buch peculiar merit nnd value as to make It
essentially one to La recommended by all
Women.
You will find it on sale si nil drni stores
at $1.00 a bottle, or the Jrn -- l wil Kindly
Mothget It for you i you insist l puji ii. lirad-flel- d
er's Friend is prepared only by "!
AtRegulator Co., 137 Lamar KWR.,
lanta Cla., who will send yon by mall,
sealed a very instructive book U csiiectanj
mothers. Wl'llO for it
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house, which will
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stockers and feeders $3. 50(57.80;
$4.507; calves $610.
Market
receipts 1G.000,
steady to 10 cents higher. Lambs
?7.25S; yearlings $5.'S0G.25; weewes $i.255.
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three aspects of the subject. The
iirst Is that Friendship is costly. The
to
Good Book, (and when it comes
rules of faith and practice, there Is no
other source of wisdom and hope like
unto It), the Good Book says concerning the cost of Friendship: 'He
who would have many friends must
show himself friendly.' We may perhaps understand that proverb better
If we read it in this way, 'He that
maketh many friends doeth.lt to his
own destruction.'
"What is the cost of friendship?
We often think of It in dollars and
cents. If a man has many friends, or
rather acquaintances, and is able to
do so, It often costs him much in
a
earthly wealth. But even though
man has no wealth, he may have
manv friends. If he does, it means
that he has met the bill of friendship
in self sacrifice of some kind or other.
He has poured out something of him-- !
elf something of loyal endeavor and
wua uiose wuo uow
loving sympathy
.
are his friends.
"Some of you can testuy to lutr
large heartedness of General Brookes
in paying the bills of friendship. His
parental home can testify to the fact
that even though he had a home of
his own in this city, he was not forgetful of tho home of his boyhood,
and even up to tha present time was
fhe mainstay of his parental house.
And it is from this standpoint that I
I
Hjeak as a friend this afternoon.
onin knew General Brookes from two
standpoints. Tha first was that of a
tender father. Last winter when the
little babe which went on before, was
k.k unto death, I often met him and
al-inquired about the little child. And

UaOSTAWREGt

Restored to Health by Lydla
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Her
Compound
Own Story.
Westwood, Md. " I am a farmer's
wife and do most of my own work when
I am able. I had
nervous spells, female weakness and
terrible bearing
down pains every
month. I also suffered much with my
right side. The pain
started in my back
and extended around
my right side, and
the doctor told me it

mation t wa9 sick eyery
weeka
and had to stay in bed from two to four
days.

"It

is with great pleasure I tell you

-

'

-

Compound has done for mo. I have

fol- -

r,;

,
ar
ble, and feel much better than I have
fe)t for year9 Whl?n j wrote youbo.
fore I was almost a wreck. You can
publish this letter if you like. It may
help to strengthen the faith of some
poor suffering woman. "Mrs. John F.
,,

,Tnior.,:r,r,!,
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and the refusal of the courts' to
join New Haven's $07,000,000 bond
sue. Bonds were irregular.
Concessions were made in prices in
the late afternoon, owing to the extinction of a large part of the float- ing short interest. Lehigh Valley
sold a point below the highest and
other stocks half as much,
The market closed heavy. Specu-frolation became listless and little
sistance .was offered when the bears
attached prices again. A
decline in New Haven dissipated the
confident feeling which had prevailed
earlier, and a general reaction carried
prices to within a fractional distance
of yesterday's close. The last sales:
G9
'Amalgamated Copper

ls

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Nov. 11. Conditions in
the stock market today favored a rally
the slump of yesterday which
down prices to a level which
resulted in increased buying for the
Traders bought more
long account.
confidently on account of the evident
expansion recently of the short inter- ests. The influence of the hurried
retreat of the bears was felt through- out the list.
The award of higher wages to
ductor and trainmen on eastern raih
roads was of little effect, as some
suhc compromise had been generally
expected. The upturn was helped on
by the more cheerful advices concern-- ;
ing the Mexican situation, therecov-erIn .copper metals prices abroad
y

two-poin- t

107

bid
'Atchison

91

Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific . ..
United states Steel
United States Steel,

I05j-,

i

15S
S5

55

pfd

105

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Nov, 11. Although wheat

prices hardened somewhat today, the
advance wa3 afterward more than
wiped out. Opening prices were unchanged to M cent higher and the
market rose still further. The ensu
ing decline, however, carried quotations well under last night's level. The
close was nervous, ranging from last
cent up.
night's figures to
Government crop figures and fine
weather pulled down corn. The opento
off, was
ing, which was
the beginning of a seemingly continuous decline. The close was steady
cent net.
toVi
at a loss of
Oats sagged with corn and commis
sion house support was barely suffi
cient to hold the market from a
'
""
f
sharp break.
First sales of provisions were unan
changed to 7Mi cents lower and
closThe
followed.
setback
additional
ing was as folows:
Wheat, Dec. 864; May 91.

68;

May 70.
May
Pork, Jan. $20.12; May $20.12.
Lard, Jan. $10.72; May $10.90.
Ribs, Jan. $10.65; May $10.75.

Corn, Dec.
Oats, Dec. 38;

41.'

Westwood, Maryland.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Women who suffer from those dis
ogs,
re
Kansas City, Nov.
tressing ills peculiar to their sex should
huik
warKet
17,000.
steady,
ceipts
's
not doubt the ability of Lydia E.
$7.70 7.95; pack-- .
Vegetable Compound to restore $7.607.90; heavy 65
7. 95; lights i
$7.
butchers
ers
and
their health.
If you have the slightest doubt $7.507.85;, piga $67.30.

Richards,

Here's a message of8 words -10,000 men will act on it
Buy a Stein-BtocSmart Blue Serge Suit
h

;

Twenty-fiv- e

dollars will thus

solve your clothes problem. The same
would mean at
decree of service-valuleast S40.00 at the custom tailor's - - and
minus
style.
e

Stein-Dloc- h

'

Many fancy patterns, if you
prefer them.

May we serve you

today?

ll.-HI-

Pink-ham-

that Lydia U.lir'khaia's VegetaCattle, receipts 19,000. Market
ble Coraponnd will blpyou, write
fed steers $8.759.50; dressed
to Lyd ia E.iH sik ham .n eliemeo.
western
beef
steers $6.758.75;
adM
for
ass.,
Lynn,
(confidential)
vice. Your letter will bo opened, steers $6.50S.50;
southern steers
read and answered by a woman,
$57; cows $4. 15.7; heifers .$5.25
strict couttdeuce.
aud hclil

THE

STORE

OF QUALITY"

stead-Pri-

;...5.y5CAS'

"

n.h.
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E. J. Stearn of Trinidad was a com
mercial visitor in Las Vegas today,
H. D. Burrall of the Gallinas nurs
business visitor In the city
cry, was-today.
Leo Condon came1 in last night from
llociada for a few days' visit in Las
,
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THE BANK OF GOOD SERVICE
This Bank is equipped to do aJl legitimate banking
your busir ess

GRADES

.

11,

PEOPLES BANK

(Continued From Page One.)

STUDENTS ARE GETTING READY EXAMINATION
CONDUCTED
BY
GOVERNMENT SHOWS LOCAL
TO ECLIPSE TRIUMPHS OF
A. Fleming will continue to
OTHER YEARS
MEN'S ABILITY

Vegas.
F. N. Ludwig and B. T. Smith of George
liatou were visitors in Las Vegas yes- act as temporary secretary.
Social Activities
terday.
The directors voted that members
H, Haskell of Ribera came in yesterday evening for his weekly busi- of the club may be allowed to use
the quarters for dances and other so
ness visit.
S. F. Shannon of Oklahoma City, cial activities, provided there is no

.

John

W. Harris.

President

(El

and

invites
'

TRUST CO.'

..OFFICISKS...

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President

Cleofes

DANZIGER TEA

PRACTICE

Romero. Vice President
M. H. Blackwell, chief clerk of the
The Glee club ot the high school
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
is making arrangements for an op- railway mail service of the postal deeretta to be given within the next few partment, whose headquarters is in
months under the direction of the Denver, last week visited the local
music and art instructor of the city postoffice and made examination of
the local" mailing clerks which proved
Okla., was a business visitor in tne expense to the organization. It was!schools Miss Nel1 Cozier. Requests
those young men to be among the COLORADO
and
music
sent
the
C.
been
have
leading
A
stated that as long as such handsome
city today.
Tom Walton, known as the mayor quarters were maintained they should dramatic houses for a suitable operet- best in the southwest. Mr. Blackwell
of Mora, was a business visitor in Las be used for social events as the mem- ta. The one selected will be the best made a thorough examination and, following the test, Informed the postbers saw fit. However, the club will obtainable.
Vegas today.
The proceeds from the production master that the East Las Vegas servJ. P. Van Houten of Shoemaker will not furnish any money toward these
leave tomorrow night for San Diego, affairs. This was the policy pursued will be presented to the high school ice was excellent.
Oscar IJnberg and Fred Lewis hanfor the purchase of sewing machines
Cal., where he will reside.
by the club last year. Whenever the
They took the
A. O. Larrazolo returned this after- members desired to give a dance they for' the domestic science department, dle this department.
noon from Santa Fe, where he has paid all the expenses themselves and and for any other equipment that is examination as required by Mr. Black-wel- l.
Mr. Linberg passed with a
This department of the
been, on business for the past few the club, furnished nothing except the necessary.
(Continued From Page One.)
THREE MEN AGGREGATIONS PLAY THE CITY BASKETBALL TEAM
of 98.92 per cent, while Mri
in
Sepwas
which
school,
standing
inaugurated
IS
days.
rooms.
interestINTERESTING GAME AT
a
Lewis
93.38
with
has
of
READY FOR THE BIG CON'
in
passed
intensely
Las
proved
tember,
standing
Vegas
G. Atchinson arrived
In this connection the directors
ELKS' CLUB
institution. The per cent. This shows that the local reiterated his statement of last night
TEST FRIDAY
yesterday evening and will be a busi- made it plain that members have a ing for the girls of the
that
interference
with
his
any
military
is
this
service
men
from
obtained
education
with
postal
next
departfew
equipped
the
ness visitor here for
right to invite their friends to the ment is such that it may be used ad- fitted for the mail service and that program by civil authorities would re.i.
That the basketball game that is to
days.
who
club rooms, but that persons
be played at the armory
Standing of the Teams
after the students leave the service in East Laa Vegas is equal sult in the imprisonment of the
man
of
vantageously
.1. R. Johnson, a business
Friday night
habitually accept such invitations
Won Lost Pet.
responsible and the establishwill be one of the fastest exhibitions
instructors to that given in the general run of
Albuquerque, came in last night for should be willing to apply for mem- the high school, and the
ment of strict military rule. General
J. Danzlger
2
o
of this sport ever given in Las
1.000
Vegas
a short business visit in tne Meadow bership. It wa3 decided to urge the are pleased with the interest that is first class postoffices, and bettor than Chase and the attaches
W. Springer
of the district
3
1
was shown last night when the teams
.750
the
of second class offices.
run
usual
taken.
bejng
City.
members to meet In the club rooms
C. H. Bally
2
1
.CCG
Picked from the squad of candidates
Postmaster F. O. Blood is pleased attorney clashed yesterday when four
During the past several years the
Mrs. Carl Harburg of Cleveland, N.
Slavs held for assault by General
for their discussions and friendly vis
J. Harris
sue-- 1 with the
roo
.1
s
met in a practice contest. The men
l
met
with
will
but,
has
a
mado,
school
showing
great
will
be
in
and
high
last night
M., tame
its. The directors declared that a
H. Raynolds
1
2
.333
In the staging or local talent tinue to Insist that Ills men improve Chase and confined in the county jail,
composing both teams are old in the
visitor in Las Vegas for the next few
member of the club, if not at his operettas, the young actors all being until the highest possible standard is were released under bond by the civil
C W. G. Ward ,1
2
.333
game and are playing better ball this
days.
1
authorities.
Nolette
of business, his home or his members of the school. This year's reached.
2
.333
year than ever before. The lineup for
M. A. Basset, representative for a place
C. Danzlger
The
of the deputy district
arrest
0
in
2
be
found
club
should
the
.000
durchurch,
of
be
the
should
work
Friday night will be announced later
any
equal
well known St. Louis trunk house,
and the sheriff was ordered
rooms.
attorpey
unan
this week, and the fans may expect
school
IN
BOOK
has
The
THE
the
in
past.
Las
visitor
Vegas
ing
a
business
was
a fast game,
Secretary Le Noir of the Y. M. C. limited amount of talent to choose
Repuly County Clerk Slapp was by General Chase and countermanded
according to those in autoday.
Last night at the Elks' clutf three thority.
A. Eent the directors a report of the from and doubtless will meet with surprised when he saw included in only when the deputy district attorney
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. M. McDonald ot
Y. M, C. A. camp's first season, which unusual success with this production.
The tickets still continue to go fast
the traveling auditor's report' upon convinced him that the action was due men of each lineup represented the
iMora came in last night and will be
to a mistake and would not occur Nolette and C.
teams.
in
and
a general canvass of the city will
in
closed
and
This
Danzlger
the
San
opened
next
Septem
July
the
that
for
Miguel
county
charge
visitors with friends here
is an exception to the rule, but the be made
ber. The report ghowed the camp
there had been no record of births and again.
during the next few days oy
few days.
game proved interesting. The No- members of the team. On account of
had purchased equipment which will
deaths kept at the San Miguel court
Mrs. A. L. Antonides came in
Louisville Mine Attacked
lette team won by 30 pins. Witten the necessary advance
(IF COLUMBUS house in several years. This morning
expense it is
evening from the Antonides be useful for several years to come
Nov. 11. The Hecla was crowned with the
Col.,
Boulder,
deseason
a
with
and
the
closed
high score' of requisite that the advance sale be
had
Mr. Slapp showed a representative of
ranch south of the city for a short
mine at Louisville was attacked about 497, while the
went to No- large.
ficit of only Ifu.yO. The camp was
business visit.
ANNOUNCE A DANCE The Optic the book in which the rec- midnight by a party of about 20 strik- lette with 335 low honors
As Friday evening ig one of the
pins. The official score
club
as
A.
Morrison
Commercial
featured,
the
was
are
ords
It
by
George
kept.
up
complete
Engineer
County
to reports received here of the game is as follows:
ers,
according
most
a
means
of
Las
agreeable nights for such an
to"
Shoemaker,
as
for
Vegas'
far as could be ascertain
advertising
date,
left this afternoon
early today. In the exchange of shots
Nolette Team
event the attendance will be
where he will be on business for the climate and scenery. As such it prov MUSICAL PROGRAM WILL PRE. ed, entries having been made this
larger
buildings were riddled and their oc1st 2nd 3rd To"l than at the usual basketball game. A
ed unexpectedly successful during its
"month.
next few days.
CEDE THE BAILE PROPER
took refuge in cellars and be- Nolette.- cupants
.114
123
98
335 royal good time is guaranteed to all
John Pugh, accompanied by his first season.
THURSDAiY NIGHT
Every January for several years hind coal cars. So far as known none Johnson
173 '155 164
492 who will attend.
It was decided to have K. W. Hart
The Optic has consulted this book for was
sister, drove In last night from Wagon
Witten
158 203 130
injured.
497
Mound in his automobile for a few draw a front elevation for the proOn Thursday evening at the O. It. the purpose of securing an article conposed display building upon the San- C. hall will occur a musical entertain- cerning the vital statistics during the
days' visit here.
TO MAKE COUNTRY DRY
445 481 398 1324
HEADS
Mrs. J. J. Bergman, wife of Dr. J. ta Fe's property between the station ment and dance that will be one of precding years. In connection with
Nov. 11. Nationwide
C. Danzlger Team
O.,
Columbus,
J. Bergman of Mora, came in last and the Castaneda hotel. When this the most enjoyable affairs of the these articles frequently has appeared
1st 2nd 3rd To"l
prohibition to be accomplished through
night and will be a visitor with friends is prepared it will be shown the rail- week. This entertainment, ia to be a statement to the effect that the an amendment to the federal consti-tuoi- n
BASEBALL FIIATEI
170
86 120
376
Danzlger
here for the next few days.
enso
Columbus.
the
of
officials
that
be
way
given by
Knights
they may
people of the county are lax about
was the keynote sounded by Losey .
150 204 134
488
Miss Frances Moll of Cairo, 111., ar- lightened as to what the club would
The musical program will be under making these reports, but that the
at the natiQnal convention Duncan
.174 170 113
430
speakers
rived in Las Vegas this afternoon for like to accomplish.
Clux-toof
Miss
the
direction
Director Thomas
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Marguerite
county clerk will see that anyone fail- of the
RECE;
league today. Thou,
a short visit with friends. She is on Ross was given charge of this work.
one of the leading musicians of ing to report accorditES THE PROTEST OF THE
to law will sands cheered when the
de3G7
467
400
1294
speakers
her way to California from her home. Mr. Ross said a building about 16x20 the city, and will consist of numerous he prosecuted. In Bernalillo county
PLAYERS
manded that the prohibition question
Rev. L. Smith, rector of the Epis- feet in dimensions would of sufficient numbers both popular and classical. it was
to "rdict a number be
necessary
put squarely up to congress at
copal church at Santa Fe, has return- size. Ho said a structure that would The musical program will precede the of
Columbus, O., Nov. 11. When the
physicians for railing to make these once.
ed to his home in the Capital City, be handsome and useful could be built dance and will take place in the lodge
arbitration
In tins county the offenders
board of the National As
reports.
Former United States Senator Sant. Paul's pulafter having occupied
room.
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
for not to exceed $1,000.
sosiation
of
in
been
have
remote
Baseball Leagues met this
living
people
ders of Tennessee, who presided,
The dance will be given in the adpit here for Rev. J. S. Moore, who ofW. H. Comstock talked to the board
afternoon, 167 cases were on the list
of the county, seemingly iguor told the convention it would be necparts
ficiated in Santa Fe Sunday.
for consideration,
for a short time and was assured the joining room and the best of music ant of the law.
according to a
Mrs. F. Aber of Los Angeles, aressary to have as president of the
Washington, Nov, 11. Senate: Not statement made this
Commercial club would give him will be furnished. Dancing will connamorning by Secretaman in favor of
a
rived In Las Vegas yesterday afterStates
United
12
o'clock.
tinue
until
in
"SOME" PRESENT
in his efforts to make
session; meets Thursdays-Senatory-Treasurer
John
S. Parrel!
of
acnoon and will remain here as a visitor hearty support
can'
be
tional
before
it
Admission to this affair will be 25
prohibition
the mesa lands "an orchard country,
Kern, chairman of the dem- Auburn, Jtf, y.
Washington, Nov. 11. a. pendant
for the next few weeks, She is the
His
Senator
Is
complished.
statement,
and
a
attendance
large
ocratic caucus, called a currency conmade, up of one canary diamond
These cases are scattered through-ouprovided he could demonstrate that cents,
t
Sanders said afterward, had no parti- ference for
daughter of Mrs. N. L. Rosenthal and the trees he set out there
f
sursix and
the various minor
weighing
carats,
Wednesday.
recently
clubs"of
league
will be her guest during her stay.
to
Wilson.
President
cular
reference
rounded by So smaller diamonds, arwould produce fruit. 'Mr. Comstock'
Banking committee suspended work the country, Mr. FarroII said. In adCharles Dyer, second vice president
in a pear shape and attached
until
ranged
declared
have
the
lands
Thursday.
dition to filing his annual
5
dry
farming
Wanted
cents
Good, clean rags,
of the Rodgder Ballast Car company,
report,
. House:
to a neck chain in which smaller
Met at noon.
more successful produc- per pound.
bo
to
GO
PARLIAMENT
TO
proved
Office.
Ontic
Secretary Parrel! presented the new
short
for
a
came in this afternoon
diamonds are set will bo the gift of
Transacted no business and ad demands of the Fra
Peking, Nov. 11. The disappearbusiness visit. Mr. Dyer is well known ers of fruit than the irrigated tract3.
ternity of Baseball
the house of representatives to Miss ance of the Chinese
at 12:33 p. m. to noon Wed Players.
from
men
in
journed
letters
orchard
and
cited
lie
parliament
Christy Mathewson's name
in Las Vegas, havinir resided here a
Jesiio Wilrcn when the marries Fran the substitution for of a "central nesday.
heads the list of signers to the arsu- number of years. He was superin- Colorado and other states to prove
cis B. Sayre in the White House on
this
contention.
ments presented by the
administrative congress- - giving the
tendent of this division of the Santa
fraternity
November 23. Republican Leader government entire control over all
W. T. Potter, of the La Salle Explayers.
Fe railroad and later was general suDAVIS TRIAL SOON
who
movement
started
the
Mann,
in
was
of
tension
matters of importance, is predicted
Chicago,,
University
perintendent at La Junta. He estabwhich the members of the house conIndianapolis, Ind., Nov. 11. The
RITCHIE IS WINNER
by native newspapers in touch with federal
lished the tie pickler here in the 80's given an audience. He asserted that
tributed
more
grand jury, which began its
than
the
$2,000
for
gift,
New York, Nov. 11. Willie
Las
the administration. The proposed ad
Vegas needs a traffic expert. He
and is well known in railroad circles.
Ritchie,
announced the description in a formal minlstrative congress is to consist of November sessions here today, expect- lightweight
cited instances to prove that Las
champion of the world!
ed to take up at once the case of
statement
today.
defeated Leach Cross of this
two representatives from each proVegas merchants and wholesalers are
city in a
George E. Davis, confessed dynamitin
bout which went the limit
a
cabinet
four
wasting thousands of dollars
repre
ministers,
vince,
MULHALL'S FRIEND FIRED
who
was
I
Davis,
in
er,
New
arrested
at Madison Square Garden last night.
and
sentative from each ministry
To
freight each year because of the in.
Seattle,- Wash., Nov. 11. The AmerYork several weeks ago, made a con- The men
correct classification of shipments.
sec
members
of
the
weighed in at 9 o'clock,
presidential
eight
ican Federation of Labor today refession declaring that he did most of both under the
It was nearly 11 o'clock when the
stipulated weight of
fused o accept the credentials of retariat.
the dynamiting against
con- 135
directors- adjourned. Those present
pounds. The ringside weights
Jacob Tazelaar, a delegate of the
tractors- in the eastern section of the were
announced as Ritchie, 137
were President W. P. Southard, Vice
and
Decorators
CALLS HIM "BONEHEAD"
GIVEN Painters, Paperhangersiand
country, at the time Ortie McManigal Cross 1361-President P. O. Blood, and Directors
union, and ordered that he be exclud
Chicago, Nov. 11. Rapid progress and James McNamara were carrying
With the exception of the first
Charles Greenclay, Stephen Powers,
ed from the floor of the convention in
a jury to try Henry on their work of destruction in the round, which was
selecting
William
Maurice
even, and the
Danzlger,
Springer,
hall.
Supply their growing bodies
Spencer for the murder of Mrs. Mil central and far west.
eighth, in which Cross had a decided
Thomas Ross and N. O. Hermann.
iazelaar recently was named by dred Allison-Rexrowith right food, o that Brain,
at
Davis also implicated Harry Jones, advantage, Ritchie had the honors.
was made
Colonel Michael G. Mulhall, former
Wheaton today despite the Interrup secretary and treasurer of the Inter
and Muscle, and Bone develIn the second, after a, mix-uRitagent of the National Association of tion of the defendant, who, in the national Association of
Bridge and chie fell over Cross, who was in a
opment may evenly balance.
as
emManufacturers,
naving been
HARRY HERRING TO
opinion of State's Attorney Hadley, is Structural Iron Workers;" Jones, af- stooping position. Though the fall r
13 ployed by Mulhall to work against
.
ter he was' arrested,' was released on was heavy Ritchie did not seem to
,.
feigning insanity. -8 the election of Representative (now Spencer referred to Hadley as "old $10,000 bond. Davis is still in cus be much the worse for it. In the third
senator) William Hughes of New Jer
SUCCEED BROOKES
round Ritchie knocked Cross- down
and referred loudly to efforts tody.
sey. Muihall swore before a congres- baldy"
FOOD
as "bonehead
of his own attorney
twice, each time for the count ot nine.
AT
R.
HALL sional committee that he paid Taze plays."
The first fall was from a right smash
laar $1,800 for his services against
THROWN OFF A TRAIN
on the jaw, followed
Sheriff Kuhn silenced him from
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IN
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was originated to supply, in
by a right
111., Nov. II.
Hughes, whom the National Associa
Joliet,
H. a. Kellogg,
time when he became too
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time
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tion of Manufacturers was seeking to
proper proportion, the very
who says he is a stu- his feet
Ritchie rushed him across the
noisy. The defendant said that the dent In the
TANT GENERAL
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Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 1. Harry T.
by the reading of the report of G. W.
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repair.
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Harry Herring is well known in
"There's a Reason"
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rules was adopted. A deluge of resoHe came here first in
"I am a member of a good family the spectators.
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believe that spiritualism is possible
or every one," she says, "but that
some people are bora Into It. I think
Even when
I was born a spiritualist.
a little child I was a clairvoyant. I
feel that the next life is simply a
continuation of this and that I shall
take, my place In it according to
where I leave off here. Love is the
only thing which will bridge the two
worlds. It Is only the death of some
WAITER'S DAUGHTER TELLS IN- one we love which makes ua feel or
consider the reality of future life.
TERESTING THINGS ABOUT
Much harm has been done spiritualHER FATHER
ism by its mistaken identity with forSpiritualism has nothMiss Estelle W. Stead, actress and tune telling.
T.
William
with
do
Stead,
to
of
presaging ordinary,
daughter
ing
writer,

Jilt nu

ACCIDENTAL
DEATH

unimportant material events.
"Three weeks after the Titanic sank
was my first communication with my
father. Six other people were with
me to see and hear him, and have
signed the statement of the happen
ing. People do not realize how much
we have to help In receiving these
communications. The power for expressing the message has to be ob
tained from us. All people have this
power, but some have it, the sixth
sense, far more than others. Those
who are not perfectly well balanced
should not take this thing up. With
some people it becomes an excuse for
asking advice on all kinds of material and trivial things this can do
only harm, and takes away from the
person's own individuality. My father's spirituality was absolutely spiritral to him, and my hook about him
is designed to show this and to show
the motives behind his actions."
Miss Stead's health' is also a rea'
son for her coming to America. "
visit Lowell's home in Cambridge. Low- had a serious breakdown while trav
ell was one of the men whom my eling with my own Shakesperean
father admired and by whom he was company," she says, "and I decided to
The two most important come here for a rest and change, but
influenced.
to
my father were spiritualism I do nob know how much I shall rest
things
especially for there are so many things I want
and 'the peace movement,
union, and Lowell to do and see. Anyway, it is
the
was much interested In this dream of change.
Nothing could he more dif!, union between the two countries. feernt from English cities than New
"Another great friend of my father. York is. I already feel its fasclna
heciause of their common desire to tion, and its hih buildings re
was source or wonder to me. Boston is
peoples,
unite
'
influenalso
far more English. Especially I have
Rhodes.
Carlyle
Cecil
ced him. His connection and friend- enjoyed corning up Boston Harbor and
ships were so many that I cannot the beautiful residences around Cen
M.eak of them all. But even greater tral Park In New York."
The length of Miss Stead's stay in
than the peace movement to my fath
er was spiritualism. Many people America is very indefinite, and her
thought that he was too devoted to course of travel not yet decided.
"work
it, and that he let it harm his
did
he
what
of writing, but he always
Declare War on Colds
A crusade of education which aims
felt he must do, and followed what
common colds may become un
him most important His "that
common within the next generation1
al
weer
his
life
premonitions during
has been begun by prominent New
York' physicians. Here Is a list of the
ways trustworthy.
nm
nf these told him that he "don'ts" which the doctors say will
the annual visitation of the
would leave the North of England and prevent
cold :
Ga
Mall
Pall
the
of
become editor
"Don't sit in a draughty car."
zette. He 'also knew that he would
"Don't sleep in hot rooms."
"Don't avoid the fresh air."
die bv accident. He always said that,
"Don't stuff yourself at meal time.
when the Senior Partner,' as he called
reduces your resistance."
it, had no more work for him to do, Overeating
To which we would add when you
nearthe
felt
He
he would be killed.
take a cold to get rid of it as quickly
ness of the two worlds and the thin- as possible. To accomplish that you
ness of the veil between, and he felt will find Chamberlain's Cough Rem
edy most excellent. Sold by all dealthat his death would do more good ers.
Adv.
than his life in bringing the two
to
Is
be proved,
tvorlds closer. This
COFFEE ROASTERS CONVENE
although already he has brought the
New York, Nov. 11. Two Pullman
other world closer to those of us who cars
bearing members of the local
have had communications from him." branch of the National Coffee RoastMlsa Stead is also a spiritualist. "I ers' association, left here
today for
Cincinnati, where the annual convenDENTISTS
tion of that organization will be held
this week. According to Ross W.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Weir, president of the local associaDentist
tion, a resolution was passed by that
Dental work of any description ai
body at a recent informal dinner praismoderate prices
ing the work of President Ach of the
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main Vi national association, and recommed-in-g
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
One of the lead
his
ing subjects to be discussed at the
convention will be the proposProfessional Health Culture for Ladles coming
of a bureau of coffee
ed
establishment
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
research, at some university of recand
Scalp
Hair
(Seneral Massage,
ognized standing. The question of
Treatment. Facial Massage, ManiBrazilian coffee propaganda, including
cure, Chiropody.
the proposal that the state of San
Hotel Romalne
Paulo shall make an appropriation for
m.
3:30
to
m.
p.
Office Hours: 1:30 p.
advertising coffee in this country, in
a fight against substitutes, also will
be discussed. A proposal to revive
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
the constitution so as to admit job
bers of green coffee, will come up for
SIGN PAINTING
consideration.
the English writer and spiritualist,
who was lost in the Titanic disaster,
Ja visiting America for the first time.
She has been in Boston for two weeks
and arrived in New York just in time
for election day, says the New York
Post. "Your American crowds, as
1 saw them election night, interested
mo very much," said Miss Stead this
"The people were all so
morning.
excited! How odd to be excited about
a mayoralty election! We never are
in England. But, of course, I have
read enough about your politics and
this
Tammany Hall to know that
election was an unusual one."
Miss Stead has several missions in
this country. She is lecturing In Boston and New York, and later, in other
cities, and she will be here for the
hook
American appearance of the
which has already been published in
England, "My Father, Personal and
Spiritual Reminiscences." "One of
the most interesting things I have
done in America," she says, ""was to
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VERY SEVERE
the delegates assembled in the state
to
unveil
the
attend
capitol grounds
ing exercises. Special seats were provided on the grand stand for the de
scendants of the three partisan gen
erals and for the members of the
original monument committee who
are surviving. The exercises were
short but impressive. Yates Snowden,
LL. D., professor of history, Univer
sity of South Carolina, delivered an
address; then there was singing of
patriotic songs by tne school children, supported by the university
chorus and the university glee club.
The cords which removed thecovering
of the monument were pulled by four
small descendants of the three generalsMaster Calhoun Shiver and
Master Rembert, descendants of Gen
eral Pickens; Master Reld Johnson,
The Reformer The only way to
who traces his descent back to Gen cope with bigamy isThe Henpecked Man To make each
eral Marlon, and Master Tisdaie, who
numbers General Sumter among his bigamist live with his wives and
ancestors. The monument, which Was
designed and modelled by F. Welling
ton Ruckstuhl, in Paris, consists or a
FELINE
large bronze figure representing Vic
tory, resting upon a massive pedestal
i
t:
of granite. The sculptor of the monument was present at the unveiling
ceremonies.
-
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DAUGHTERS OF CONFEDERACY
New Orleans, La., Nov. 11. The annual general convention of the United Daughters of the Confederacy was
called to order here this morning by
Mrs. Alexander White, of Paris, Tenn.,

ADVEP.

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

healing medicines for kidney and
bladder ailments and urinary irregularities that It is possible to produce.
That is why Foley Kidney Pills are
the. best medicine for the purpose
you can buy. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross

Drug Store.

ITALY'S KING 44
Rome, Nov. 11.

Adv.

YEiRS

OF AGE

Throughout

the

anniwhole of Italy the forty-fourtversary of the king's birth was celebrated today by the. people who are
extremely fond and proud of their
small but energetic king. During the
morning the foreign diplomats resident In Rome called at the Quirinal
mesand presented congratulatory
of
in
the
behalf
sovereigns and
sages
nations they represent.. The city was
handsomely decorated with flags and
bunting and pictures of the king and
the other members of the royal family were displayed everywhere. Business was generally suspended and popular demonstrations were held in all
larger cities and rural communities.
Everywhere the attitude of the people
betokened the popularity of the king
which has grown immensely since the
war against Turkey.
h
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
NO. i,
KN,GHTS TEMpLAR Reg-Jla- r
conclave
4 Tufm.
jn
montlI at
onlo TemI at 7:89 . m, Q.
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TIKE CARD

LOCAL

East 6cund
Arrive

h

Depart
No. 2. . i 9:10 p. m... . 9:15 p. r
cordr.
No. 4
.11:05 p. in... .11:05 p. r
No
.. .' 2:05 a. m... .2:10 a. n
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- No. 10.
1:45 p. m... . 2:10 p. r
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-v,- West Bound
"- -n vocation
first Monday in
Arrive
Depart
xCj J each, month at Masonic No. 1. . 1:20 p. m . .. 1:45 p.
Temple at 7:30 p. ni. H. No. 3.. . 6:10 a. m. .. 6:15 a.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O. No.
4 20 p.
m . . . 4:30 p.
7..
Blood, Secretary.
No.
7:00 p. r
9.,
p m.
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LODGE NO

Meets every Monday evening a;
their hall on Sixth street. All vtwitint
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially Invited to attend
I
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunkei
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G
Attorneys-at-LaT. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wert2
New Mexie
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemewrj Las Vegas.
WANTED
Position by young man as Trustee.
stenographer or bookkeeper. Address postof.fice box 173.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Gladys When people go to the
avenue. Visaing brothers
Douglas
country they leave the cats behind.
are cordially invited. Gov. Yra. J.
Marion Then where do all those on
This
Rogers" l
NICE quilts for sale. 018 Main.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
the hotel piazza come from?
Secretary.
$3,000.00 buys a nicely furnished
POOR MAN
I
house in good location; good KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURSV1
barn and chicken houses. Cheaper
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
unfurnished. Call at 1026 Fifth W. O. W. hall, Sixth street," on the
EMPRESS
street.
first and third Mondays of each
1
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
FOR SALE Pure apple cider and Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-manPrices right. Phone
good apples.
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
It 's giving you f
Olive 5621 or call 930 Tilden.
cler; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
a present for do- Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street.
ing something
East Las Vegas, N. M.
OPTIC'
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Far Rent

FOR

RENT

furnished room,
915 Sixth street.

Single

O. O. MOOSE Meets second an
fourth
eae'
evening
Thursday
FOR RENT Desirable front room In month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsitii.
'1
modern home. 1112 Douglas avenue. brothers cordially invited. Howard
A.
P.
Davis,
Linn
Dictator;
Secretary
Phone Purple 5501.

furnace heated.

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
Well furnished house,
good location, cheap if taken at day of the month in the vestry room
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock
once. Phone Main 407.

VUiting brothers are cordially
vitcd. Isaac Appel, President; Charie.
Greenclay, Secretary.
m.

FOR

RENT

fn
desirable
Cottage
neighborhood, newly painted, papered, electric lights. Low rate.

11

0

1
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMER4C
Meet In the Forest of Brotherl;
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman Love at Woodmen of tha World hai:
employed, comfortable, furnished on the second and fourth Mondays u'
room; no health seekers. Phone each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Purple 5301.
Visitim
Local Deputy.
Montague,
members are especially welcooe a"f
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County,
S3.
cordially Invited.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of KNIGHTS OF
COLUMBUS, COUNF. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm f urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED Pioneer building.
Visiting members
DOLLARS for each and every case
invited.
are
Richard Devine,
cordially
of catarrh that cannot be cured by the
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence, this 6th day of
Willie How vain you are Ethel. December, A. D. 1886.
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
A. W. GLEASON,
Looking at yourself in the glas.
(Seal)
1,000 be., to 2,000 lbs.,. Each Delivery
Ethel Vain! Me vain! Why, I don't
Notary Public.
200 Ibc, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter- think myself half soood-lookinas
'tinliw ami acts directlv unon the
'
11..
50 lbs, to 200 lis., Each Delivery
li
DlOOa ana niucuua miriuces 01 me
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery
free.
Phone Purple

you 'd do &ny
way when you
learn how Much

f

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR rtalb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

f

L.

FOR RENT

n

Make Them Better if They
Could
The makers of Foley Kidney Pills
know that they have absolutely the
best combination of curative and

A.

.

mmmm

the president of the organization, and
the attending members, several hundred in number, were welcomed by
the mayor and other speakers in behalf of the city. The program for the
gathering, arranged by the local chapters of the organization is quite interesting and elaborate and includes
many pleasing' social and entertainment features. The Grunewald Hotel
is the headquarters of the convention
and there the sessions will be held.
One of the interesting features will
be the consideration of a proposition
by Mrs. W. D. Lamar, state president of the Georgia branch of the organization, to pass resolutions condemning "The Southerner" by Walter
H. Page, American
ambassador to
the
that the
upon
ground
England,
book unjustly reflected upon the people of the south. At the close of the
convention the members will make a
Henderson Wouldn't you like to be
pleasure trip to the Panama Canal rich enough to do what you pleased?
in the palatial 5,000-tosteamship
No, I'd rather be rich
Henpeck
Abangarez of the United Fruit com- enough to do what my wife pleased.
pany's "great white fleet," which will
sail from this port on November 16.
VANITY .UNKNOWN
The United Daughters of the Conat.
was
Nashville,
federacy
organized
Tenn., September 10,' 1891, and has
now 1,380 chapters in North America
and Mexico, with an aggregate of
more than 80,000 members.
Would

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

102 Meets every Monday night at
Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue al
ihird Thursday in S o'clock. Visiting members are cot- sach month. Tlsiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presibrothers cordially ln- - dent; J. T. Bdhler, Secretary; O EL
ltsd. Wm. P. Mills, Bally, Treasurer.
W. M., H. S .van Petten,
Secretary.

COLUMN

I

Pain In Back and Rheumatism
Torment thousands of people daily.
Don't be one of these sufferers when
for so little cost you can get well rid
of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills be
gin their good work from the very
first, dose. Thev exert eo direct an
action on the kidneys and bladder
that the pain and torment of back
ache, rheumatism and kidney trouble
is soon dispelled. 0. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store Adv.

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
HT.K w.VTATS HANDLED

i'--

TOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

AND CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

1

CHAPMAN

RATES

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

THE BEST GOOD3 OBTAIN

5301.

1

X

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
'FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

-

X

SONS'AA
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

EMPRESS
can be ch- tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS
..20c per
25c per
30c per
, .40c per
50c per

I

1

NOT THAT WAY

tem. Send for testimonials,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
stipation. Adv.

O.

of Health
A good honest medicine like Foley
Kidney Pills gives health to tuany
families. Mrs. O- Palmer. 635 Willow
St., Green Bay, Wis., was seriously
ill with kidney and bladder trouble.
"My wife Is
Mr. Palmer writes:
A Maker

100 lb.
100 lbs.
100

lb.

109 Ibe.
10
lb.

AG II A PUR A COMPANY

con-

Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
ot Which Have Made Las Vega Tamoua.

lasting Qualities

ui

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

ranidlv recovering her health and
Fo-strength due solely ' to the uSe of
O. G. Schaefer
Kidnev pills."
nad Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

arket Fin

The carpenters' union in Holland
has doubled it if membership in the
past five years.
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RETAIL PRICES

More Bottles Sold Each year
is easy to understand why an
Tonight
increasing number of bottles of FoTonight if you feel dull and stupid,a
ley's Honey and Tar Compound is
D. A. R. UNVEIL MONUMENT
wiinnR and constipated, take
sold yearly. Thos. Verran, 2S6 EdTom
wish I'd have the luck 10
X 'J
Chamberlain's Tablets and
Columbia, S. C, Nov. 11. The main
Mich.,
gives
ward Street, Houghton,
feel all right tomorrow. For
will
feature of the opening day of the sev- an excellent reason when he writes: win you.
"Che
Tess Tut, Tut! I'm no lottery you
sale by all aeaiers. aqv.
enteenth annual state conference, "Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
CAFE
rem- prize.
Daughters of the American Revolu- has always proven an effectivein
re
the
tickling
Day laborers at Bombay, India,
relieving
quickly
edy,
tion, which convened here today for
with
a
20
cents
Action
the
Necessary.
cough
about
of
and
stopping
an
average
throat,
Prompt
Eat
ceive
TheXest Hace to
a four days' session, was the unveil- no bad after effects. O. Q. Schaefer
Vrown has sent
The Doctor-Mr- a.
! f
ing of the monument to the partisan and Red Cross Drug Store. Adr.
or Sapper
,
for me to. go and see her boy. and I day.
Marion, Sumter and Pickens,
must go at once.
generals,
in Las Veas
Cause of Insomnia
which the South Carolina Daughters
His Wife What is the matter with
Kegulate the bowels when they fail
The most common cause of insom
an
ITBREINB
'is
the boy?
of the American Revolution had erect- to move properly.
of the stomach and
bowel regulator. It helps
C.
The Doctor 1 don't know, but Mrs nia is disordersChamberlain's Tablets
ed on the grounds of tne state capi- admirable
I IK f
constipation.
a
restores
to
Do
Beand
stomach
on
What
and
has'
book
liver
Brown
a
tol. The opening session of the con- the
correct these disorders and enable
LIS W,
517 I
fine feeling of strength and huoyoncy.
the Doctor Comes, and I must you to sleep. For sale by all dealers.
ference was held this morn) n a at the Trice 50. Sold by Central Drug Co. fore
Mil"
hurry up before she does it. Puck
Adv.
- Adv.
Mtrm hotel and In tne aiternoen

1213. National

to

Terror

Few nights are more terrible than
that of a mother looking on her child
choking and gasping for breath during an attack of croup, and nothing In
the house to relieve it.
Many
mothers have passed nights of terror
in this situation. A little forethought
will
enable yon to avoid all this.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is a
certain cure for croup and has never
been known to fail. Keep it at hand.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
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EVERYTHING is trimmed with fur
furriers are making
up in what are called "millinery furs"
Imitations of martin, ermine, skunk,
leopard, moleskin, mink and sealskin.
These furs are used in bands and are
used for trimming muffs, turbans,
neckpieces and dresses. They border
gowns at the hem, and sleeves at the
d
wrist. Occasionally a
blouse shows a narrow band of fur
hugging the throat
But it is in millinery and muffs
(which are. made of velvet or other
fabrics) that fur bands appear as an
lndlspensible part of the composition.
Round,
turbans, Oriental
turbans, small hats, a few of the larger ones that are beginning to emerge
from tbeir eclipse, are all taking to
"themselves the luxury and suggestion
of warmth and comfort which is lent
them by the fur band.
Millinery furs are called by the
names of the furs they imitate, as
"sealskin," "fox," "martin," "mole,"
"leopard," "ermine." It is more than
likely that Molly Cottontail provides
many of the skins which are transformed by furriers into almost any
thing tbey wish to imitate. The
the skunk, the muskrat, the
coyote and others have and help out
In providing furs for trimming, because there is a tremendous and increasing demand for them. The skins
of these people of the wild are so disguised by the dyeings and markings
and plecings and clippings of furriers that their masquerading is accepted easily. No qualifying "imitation" prefixes their borrowed names.
They are used in the handsomest of
millinery and garments and they
make It possible for "the many" as
well at "the few," to Indulge In
furs.
The hats on which fur bands and
collars are used are small and close
fitting as a rule. Mostly velvet turbans, although plush and satin figure
In the making of a good number of
models. The combination of fur and
Telvet, or fur and satin, is more effective than that of fur and plush, In
furs are
millinery. When
used they are cut in narrow bands.
high-necke-

close-fittin-

g

good-lookin- g

long-haire- d

FILMY

d

edges.
It will be seen frpm the picture that
the muffs and hats are made to
match, while the neckpieces are odd
of another kind of fur or plush. This
is only a fancy not an established
fashion.
The vogue of plain skirts
with plush jackets to match In color
does away with the need of a neckpiece other than a band of fur around
the collar. With such a suit a hat
and muff to match, trimmed with fur
like that on the collar, is delightfully
chic and also delightfully comfortable.
One can face any degree of cold with
.

.
them.
The materials used for the muffs
and turbans are many, velvets,
plushes, brocaded silks, brocaded
crepes, wide heavy brocaded ribbons,
satins and chiffon all contribute to
the making up of these smart accessories.
Muffs are flat and soft Lace is
used for their trimming, and a touch
of lace on the turban corresponds
with that on the muff. As is usual
when furs are much in fashion (they
are never out) metallic laces have
reappeared and are sparingly used as
4 decoration on fancy muffs and neck
wear, and In touches Of gold and silver on millinery.
Some of the muffs and turbans
shown may be attempted by the home
dressmaker with, good chances of success. Before attempting them, however, she should examine a set made
There are many
by professionals.
small Items which if overlooked spoil
failure.

BOTTOMLEV.

wnetner It snows throuerh or not. it
Is elegant, and will make a Christmas
gift that will dolight the heart of its

LINGERIE

FASHION'S EDICT
FOR THIS SEASON

I

but short-hairefurs, not so bulky
are Invariably this season cut elthei
narrow or wide.
Id passing, it may be mentioned
that furs must not be cut with scissors. The home milliner or dressmaker may cut them satisfactorily by
marking a line with tailor's chalk on
the skin side of Jhe pelt and cutting
along this line with a razor blade. In
sewing seams two edges are held together and overcast. Furriers use a
triangular needle, and it is far easier
to sew skins with than the round
needle.
All three edges are cutting

JULIA

fortunate recipient
From one and a quarter to one and
a half yards of
lace will make
two of these without any seams. Lace
18 Inches wide is cut in two lengthwise and the straight strip forms the
little bodice. Beading and lace ed!.p?
trim the top and form the straps over
the shoulder. A wider beading of fine
Swiss embroidery is made to the, waist
all-ov-

of
CUMBERSOME clothes are things
and fine, the under
garments of today do not confine
themselves alone to sheer muslins, but
call lace and even chiffon into their
The latter is used
fragile make-upfor flounces and frills on garments
which are seldom worn or that can be
But the filmiest laces are
woven to withstand careful laundering and garments employing them are
practical. Some of these laces as
.'

measure.
Baby ribbon is run in the beading
at the top of the garment and tied in
a full bow at the front. It is run in

the shoulder straps, which are. made

of beading with lace edging
to each side. A narrow hem whipped
finishes
each side of the front. Wider ribbon
is run through the beading at the
waist and tied in a bow at the front.
By way of adding the most frivolous
and dainty of finishing touches,
tiny
cmuon roses m pink, blue and white,
with little ribbon rose foliage, is applied (in a short festoon) over the
bust at each, side. They are basted
on, to be removed when the corset
! cover is washed.
'
The sewing on such garments is to
be done by hand, but there is so little
of it that only a short time is needed.

I

k
German

j

Considering Its beauty and inexpan-sivenes- s
this corset cover Is to be recommended as among the choices; of
A gifts. It is good enough for a mLHon-aircosts little, but, bought li the
shops. Bells for a high price.
very
JULIA BOTTOM IEY.

val and cluny are
etrong and will wear as long as
or muslin.
Here Is a corset cover which will
please every woman who loves dainty
And Is there one who does
Cneiy.
not ? This pretty little furbelow is
meant to ba worn under sheer waiBts.
na!n-noo-

ful lips!
They would enjoy a honeymoon in Europe, while she, the lonely
old spinster, would stay
at home
alone.
ONCLE DAN'S LETTER In that moment she hated Jimmy
Vanstone, and her pretty niece, and
she mentally censured the cruel selfishness of youthful love.
By JOHN HOPEWELL.
"You cannot marry anyone without
"So your Aunt Felicia is obdurate?"
my consent, Ethel; and I shall not
tusked Jimmy Vanstone.
Ethel nodded. "She declares that as give it,' she said firmly.
"Good night, Aunt Felicia,"
was
my appointed guardian she will never
consent to my marriage with you. Aft Ethel's quiet reply as she passed the
went into the
er I am twenty-one- ,
why of course I older, woman and
house.
can do as I please."
She read Mr. Daniel Latmer's letter
"You won't be twonty pne for anothto his nephew before she went to bed
er si": months."
"I know it but we can wait, Jim- and the tears that wet her lashes were
chased away by irrepressible smiles.
my," said Ethel hopefully.
"Wo can't wait much longer if I am She tucked the letter under her pillow
and went to sleep with a smile on her
to accept a position with the Plowshare people. They want me to sail lips. Felicia, pausing in the doorfor (ifrmany on the fifteenth of Octo- way with lighted candle as was her
ber."
custom, saw the smile and her heartfiJiminy! And today in- - the fifteenth strings tightened.
of September."
"She does not care she does not
Ethel
caught her
care for me!" she thought Jealously
breath sharply.
'Four weeks. If Mise WeekH would as she went away.
Early the next morning Ethel went
only recognize our right to love each
Other and to consnnt to your marrying out to the near by town for a dayts
me brfore I sail we could spend our shopping. ' Felicia was writing letin Germany,"
honeymoon
grumbled ters in her own room when Celia, the
little housemaid, tapped at the door.
Jimmy.
"Come in," said Miss Weeks.
Ethel was feileiit; her face was
turned away from ihe young iv;:::i but
"Please, Mfcs Felicia," said Celia
he could see that the pink lips quiv- extending a folded letter, "1 found this
ered and the violet eyes were heavy on the floor in Miss Ethel's room. It
flew from under the pillow when I was
with tears.
"Dearest," he cried shacplv, "dun'.t making the bed."
"Put it on the table, Celia," said
A commanding voire broke iu uiiou Felicia and she resumed her writing.
his words. "Ethel!'' called Miss Felicia When, her letters were finished she
looked up and saw the sheets of letVee!;s in he deep tones.
'I must go," said Ethel hurriedly. ter paper fluttering on the table. A
"You were about to show me your leaf rustled in the breeze from the
uncle's letter, Jimmy."
open window and her own name
"Oh, yes! I haven't read it yet I caught her casual glance.
thought we could read it together. I
Temptation assailed this impeccably
almost know what, the old boy is going honest lady. She glanced again and
to say, though. 'Eless you my chil again, and then overcome by indignadren, and bring Ethel to see me I'm tion and curiosity, she silenced
all
sure
he's the prettiest girl in the qualms on active consolence and read
w6rid.' That's Uncle Dauny Lorimer the letter from beginning to end.
the best uncle any chap ever had.
It was the epistle of Mr. Daniel Latlake his letter, dearest, and then send imer to his beloved nephew, James
it on to me after you've read it Good-by- , Vanstone:
sweetheart. I won't say farewell
"My dear boy," it read in part "so
!o Miss Felicia
I know she detests you think you are the
happiest man in
the very sight of me." He dropped an the world because a pretty little girl
other kisB on her lips and on her wet loves you? Well, 1 thought the same
eyes and swinging through the gate way once upon a time, but I was
went down the road, vanishing almost promptly disillusioned
now, this isn't
Immediately in the velvety black shad meant to be a wet blanket on the
ows cast by the tall locust trees.
rosy flame of your engagement to Miss
In the same instant Miss Felicia's Ethel; it's merely the plaint of a disfirm step crunched on the gravel walk
gruntled old bachelor because you
"Ethel," she called once more and have won the prize that I missed. Conthen, discovering the girl leaning gratulations, dear Jimmy, and may
against the gate post looking like a you be deserving of the little girl who
slender ghost in her pale gown, "Why is pretty indeed, my lad, but can't
io you not answer me?" she asked in compare with her aunt, Miss Felicia,
a disjileased tone. "Why are you here?1
whom I knew once upon a time. Yes,
"I have been saying goodnight to you've guessed it, Jimmy, she is the
Jimmy," said Ethel bravely.
one who administered the dose of dis"Jimmy! Ethel, you know that I will illusion!
Well, Felicia was a
not tolerate that young man about the
slip of a gir! and I should
place why do you meet him clandes- never have taken her word of distinely?"
missal. Sometimes when I am very
'Aunt Felicia, when have I met any lonely and am afraid of the solitary
Di:e clandestinely ? Jimmy called upon
years ahead of me, I am tempted to go
me this evening and you met him in
at once to Felicia Weeks and ask her
the veranda. I have told you that I am if it is too late"
But
happy!
engaged to him and I have a per
forgive me, Jimmy, I've turned this
perfect right to accompany him to the letter of congratulation into an elegy
ga gate and say say goodnight!" upon my own happiness
but it's too
Ethel's voice was a mixture of fear late to amend it, now. I hope Felicia
and defiance.
will give her consent to your marrying
There was something
Ethel before the 15th if she won't,
about Miss Felicia Weeks. She was I shall
certainly run down to Rode-mea- d
tall and finely proportioned and was in
and plead your cause. Kiss my
her severe way a very handsome wom- future niece-in-lafor me.
an. Ethel had heard that her Aunt
"Afflectionately, Uncle Dan."
had been a great beauty and a
For a long time Felicia sat in si
belle In her day twenty-fivyears lence. Although she stared out at the
ago. But the once jetty hair had garden she could see nothing for the
turned to silver and the glorious dark mist of tears in her fine eyes.
eyes had grown stern and the ripe Hps
Presently she drew a sheet of pawere compressed in a hard line. The
toward her and wrote a few lines
per
Weeks women usually kept their fig- to Mr. Daniel Latimer. This she en
ures and their complexions in open de- closed with his letter in an
envelope
fiance to old Father Time, and Miss and
carefully addressed it to his club
Felicia wafi no exception to the fam- in town.
Then she affixed a special
So now, as she came down
ily rule.
and sent Celia out to
stamp
delivery
the walk, tall and stately in her filmy mail
at once.
it
M?U; pown, the moonlight full on hei
Although the letter was goae the
fair face, Ethel marveled that one who
words she had written seemed written
was so beautiful y and who must have
in rosy red across her brain.
been greatly loved by men, could be so
This is what she had written; "I
have given my consent to Ethel'B marwas
Vanstone
Jimmy
everything to riage on the 15th but If you wish,
be desired in the way of a nephew:in-lacome down soon, Dan and
save that he wanted to marry you may
not their cause but your own!
Miss Felicia's niece. Felicia Weeks plead
Felicia!"
wanted her niece to brighten her
News1913, by the McClure
She had adopted (Copyright, paper
lonely household.
Syndicate.)
Ethel when the girl had. been orphaned in her childhood and she had pictured a future where they would live FAILED TO RECOGNIZE SON
happily together, tasting the best that
the world could give them of travel Mother Could Not Imagine How Boy
Had Shot Up Seven Inches In
and pleasure. She had not counted on
Five Month.
Ethel's falling in love at twenty, and
she felt a fierce resentment that all
There are all kinds of champions
her plans for the future were to be
and would-bchampions, but when the
upsftt by mere romance.
Miss Felicia believed that she had codfish schooner Ottilie Fjord arrived
left romance far behind and she also at San Francisco from Behring sea a
believed more or less happily that she new brand was registered the world's
was none the worse for the experi-encchampion grower.
A grower might mean a grower of
"So you persist in saying that you a great many kinds of things, but in
are engaged to Jimmy Vanstone?" the caee of'Henry Sullivan, an eight
San Francisco boy, who
asked Miss Felicia in a cutting tone,
i'
made the trip north on the windjam"Yes, auntie."
' "You
mer, he grew tall, very tall.
fly in the face of my wishes?"
When young Sullivan left San Fran"Not that, Aunt Felicia! But,
can't help loving him, can I?" de- cisco on the codfisher five months ago
manded the girl with a fierce little he was a stripling lad five feet five
inches tall. When he returned recentgesture.
"Is love everything in the world?" ly his mother, who was at the dock,
"Must did not recognize him, as during th"
demanded Felicia scornfully.
my life be spoiled because you fancy five months at sea he had grown seven
yourself in love with that young man? inches.
Unlike many boys who have madt
Why, If you did not marry for ten
years it would be time enough. Think, the trip north, Sullivan did not return
Ethel, of the years of delightful travel with a tale of woe about hardships and
we may eujoy!
Give up this foolish rigors of the trip.
Until the desire to go to ea ca a
idea of being engaged to Jimmy Vanstone and "
codflshing boat aelzed him Eullivaj!
"He wants me to marry him before was a Western Union messenger boy.
the loth of October and go to Ger
Thoughtless Spouse.
many with him. It could be our honMrs. Newlywed I wonder why ire
eymoon," said Ethel quietly.
A fierce jealousy took possession oi are growing tired of each oilier?
V,
Newlywed I haven't an idea.
Felicia Weeks. So Jimmy Vanstone
'hrtt is llif
Mrs. N. Yes; mrA-hcould shatter all her plans for the fu
vure wnu uv woruH iruoi uia guile f reason. Robiod Transcript.
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Novel Paris Bag.
Bags continue to be popular, and a
new one which has come fron Paris
is made of silk, either striped or of
all black, and is daintily fitfed with
card case, mirror and a watch.
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT

'

We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
All work must be perfect before

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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LOCAL NEWS

New Tl ting's
OOO ramrs
1

automobile lamps at
o'clocfe this evening.
Light

1

Pecans-Jumb- o

Peanuts, Filberts

In

Pound Packages and

5

Pound Tins

Stearns Store

si'

PREPARED READY FOR. USE
With

each mop is a 54 inch highly polished Mahogany
Stained Handle and a 50c package of Golden Star Polish

I

PRICE COMPLETE $1.50

Photoplay
tonight "A - Proposal
Prom the Sculptor," third story of
"Who Will Marry . Mary." Also a
Vitagraph two reel special with an all
star cast, "The Next Generation."

-

-

For Polished Floors and Dusting

m

75 suits must be
sold at once

Members of the Woodmen of the
World, their families and the public
are invited to attend a meeting of the
Woodman Circle Wednesday evening
at the W. O. W. hall on. s'ixth street,
i

We al o handle the

!

Adv.

CLOTHING

STORE g

December Than in June
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PEOPLL USE ELECTRIC LIGHT NEARLY THREE TIMES AS
LONG IN DECEMBER AS THEY DO IN JUNE
This rlwrt divides the 24 hours of a day into three periods
the period of sleep, the period of using Electric Light and
the period of daylight.
In

2

Jane, the average use of Electric

Light in

Residences is

Ia December, the average use of Electric Light in Residences
0
is 6
hours per day.
85-10-

Therefore, the average use of Electric Light in the home is
nearly three times as great in December as in June.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

niwuo

OLMIETS

Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
Assortmentfine colorings - unique patterns all
prices.
--

These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest

Wholesalers

BEST

OF

A number of the young men of the
city are planning for the big New
Year's eve party at the Castaneda
hotel which has become one of the
fixed features of the holiday season.
William Springer, Dr. C. S. Lose; and
Herman Ilfeld have been selected1 a
a committee to make arrangements
for the affair, which will consist of a
banquet early in the evening, followed
by dancing.'

THE CI1Y GO TO

Merchants Cafe

EVERYTHING

are

Romaine Fielding, manager of the
Lubin New Mexico Motion Picture
his new
company, has arranged
power automobile in the most
unique and
style seen in
this city. He will use the machine
in the big five-repicture, which is
a drama of 1950,. andthas advanced
his 1914 model auto into a 1950 model by making an addition of three
big lamps to the machine. Two powerful lamps in addition to a heavy
searchlight comprise the improvement
and when lighted make a strong ray
of
light.
dark-cuttin-

at

EATABLE
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Pearl Hominy, Homlr

Grit.

Cream of Wheat, Imperial Oat Meal,

Quaker Oats, Kellomfa Wheat
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FULLY EOUIPPFO AT YOUR 0001?

measurements and each

the Browne and Photo-

WANTED
Optic office

Clean

cotton

rags

Las Vegas Aotooiotiale

he

15

Why Worry

BISMARK

About Housecleaninj?
THE VACUUM CLEANER
will remove every partkie of dust
from your carpets, rags and drap
eries without displacing a single
article of fiirnitnt'o.

Telephone Main 35
and let ns prove it to job.

DO YOU EAT AT

IF NOT WHY NOT?
g

j
j

Open All Night

Pooular Prices

$ Mactiioe

Phjne Main 344.

-

Co

Wm. Whalen, Prfcp.

THE OLD RELIABLE
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WAGON

BOUCHER'S
I

1
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DELICIOUS
EATABLES
FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camembert
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You ought to eat our

"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

at

0

3-

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

,l

Luis Ortiz of Villanueva applied, at
the court house this morning for $10
THE VOTE CONTEST
as bounty upon five coyotes killed by
Miss Ivan Bloom yesterday evening
him recently near his home.
again turned the tables in the vote
contest by taking the leading place
William Holmes, known to all the)
by over 200 votes. Her standing is local business men
as "Billle," came
now 9,412, while her nearest comin last night and today visited the
petitor, Miss Edith Wright has 9,208. business houses as the official
repreThe standing of the others also has sentative for the Newton
d
and
advanced and is as follows: Miss
Milling company of Newton,
Audrey Burns, 7,800; Edwin Rosen Kaa.
thal, 1,900; C. C. Gero, 1,064; Max Ilfeld. 1,002, and Fred Lewis, 716.
Florentino Montoya of Canon Lar"Daddy" Jacoby this morning stat go, who was in Las
Vegas this morned that he expected a change again
ing, said that the new bridge at Villatomorrow in the leader, as he had
nueva has been completed and the
been unofficially informed that a par
put in condition. He said
approaches
ty in the contest who s now quite that the road
leading' across this
a distance from the top is going to
now affords the best route from
bridge
advance. The interest is undoubted- Las
Vegas to Roswell. Mr.
ly growing and will continue so until says the Pecos
Valley autoists have
a week from tomorrow when the con- a
standing invitation to try the road.

59 T

OVERLAHD MODEL

g

Bis-

cuit, Kellogtf'a Corn Flakes. Shredded
Wheat, Post Toasties, Quaker Puffed
Rice, Quaker Puffed Wheat. Quaker
Corn Puffs and Aunt Jemima's Pancake Flour.

1,050

Time Deposits

new system of bddy

A full line of

nose,

interest Paid on

have a line of UNION
SUITS that are made on

play theaters a scenario written by a
suit has the KENOSHA
local author, Phil H. LeNoir, will be
This
Con"The
produced.
picture,
KLOSED-CROTCversion of Mr. Aati," is considered excellent and no doubt will be seen by
large audiences at both shows.
The picture includes a story of tne
egotism of a man and his aversion to
everything and everybody. He finally
GREENBERGER
is brought to common sense and views
the brighter things in life through the
eyes of a child.
The picture is decidedly humorous
and is expected to make a big hit here.
The city gang still continues gradThis is the first of a series of plays
and scraping the streets and has
ing
that have been written by local
placed in permanent condition over
50 blocks in the southern part of the
There will be a regular meeting to- city. The streets are so graded now
as to carry off all flood water In the
night of Las Vegas lodge No. 408, B.
P. O. Klks. All members are request- rainy season and permit the early disappearance of snow by drainage.
ed to be present.

test, will close.

Fresh Cereals, PeMijohn'a
Breakfast Food, GreJna of Gold, Fari-

In every department of
Banking we
are prepared to give
the best of service

We

MR. AN'TT

Wednesday and Tliursaay nights of
week

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided
Profits, $25,000.

Body.

TO BE PRODUCED

WILL BE SHOWN AT LOCAL.
THEATERS

N.
s

Union Suit
to Fit Must
Fit the Entire

LENOIR'S PICTURE

this

OF LAS VEGAS'.

A

.

Encarnacion . Gutierrez, one of the
most frequent visitors in the city
court, this morning appeared for sentence before Judge D. R. Murray on
the charge of drunkenness. He was
lease on the city street
given a
cleaning cart. Chief of Police Ben
Coles made the arrest. Gutierrea has
been arrested over 50 times during the
past several years, it is said, and he
seems to find itj employment the
best Vacation.

iw,;..

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

case you feel very un
comfortable.

me
Dinners
the Best Yet

Jeffeison Reynolds, President.
s. R nni Vi
HalM Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

too long or too short In
the waist and in either

MeeJ

Our Sunday

tl

that are sold by chest
measure alone fits the
chest only, It may be

WHEN YOU WANT THE

IN

IS THE

1

FITS

Union Suits

Cooking

Be&t

EVERYWHERE

SON

THAT'S FIT TO WEAR

Is Now in Charge of Our

The Elks' entertainment committee
announced today that it had decided
to postpone the dance it hSd intended
to give on Thursday evening. This
action was taken to prevent a conflict with a dance to be given Thursday evening by the Knights of Co
lulmbus. The Elks' dance will occur
on Thursday evening of next week.

THAT

LEWIS

Hal-stea-

AT THE HOME Of

Tit

It is desired that all the members be
present, as plans for the coming ac
tivities of the club will be discussed
and perfected.

K.

"THE CONVERSION OF

hours per day.

33-1- 0Q

Mrs. I.

UNDERWEAR

ONLY UNDERWEAR

Correct Garments for Men f,

The Woman's Club of Las Vegas
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
o'clock in the Commercial club rooms.

Electric Liglit Bills Are Higher in

(&

"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

Twcien

The postofflces that were announc
ed discontinued last night will not
be closed until the last of this month,
according to the postal officials. The
date set by the postal department
for the discontinuation is Nbvem-ber 30.

Famous O'Cedar Mops

J. C. JOHNSEN

'

1

Why

THE "HAPPY DAY" POLISH MOP DOES THE WORK

r.

pipU
tin

t i

AdV.

OXFORD FRUIT CAKE

ndervear

s

if
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Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

California. Almonds, Fancy Virginia

1

In

Try 4 dram of Old Taylor Bourhon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Size, Fancy Texas
Pecans. Fancy California Walnuts, Fancy

Shelled

5:41

Fancy Cauliflower,

Lettuce

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables
Apples Galore, Cranberries

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA GOAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
i

-

